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I. GENERAL IITRODUOT ION 
male are characteristiCally more vigorous and fecund 
living in the range of environments In which they 
are normally found than they would be if transferred to 
another. It has been shown, by Fisher,. Haldane and 
using mathematiCal models, that this could have 
:OOflle about in response to natural selection. The aimpli 
city of their theory of how evolution, as visualiséd by 
Darwin, occurs was dependent on assumptions about the 
stniotu,re of populations. The usefulness of these id 
has been demonstrated in a number of practical Studios 
(reviewed by Aobzhansky 1951), but very little is yet 
known about the evolutionary effect of interactions 
between members of a species or group of species, 
A pro-requisite for continued adaptive modificati 
in the, face of a changing environment is that genetical 
variability should be maintained within the population 
subject to it. Outbreeding tends to conserve hotero., 
zygocity. On the other hand, once a group of animals 
have made a genetioal advance beyond tbè±rfellowsin 
their, own niche, it will be of advantage for the mdlvi-
duals in this group not to mate with others from outsith 
it. Introgreosive 1ybridilation betwoen.a variant 
population and its ancestral stock resists the estab-
lishment of beneficial gene combinations. Natural 
selection between populations is a relatively ineff-
cient process. Therefore in this conflict. between the 
advantage which a population gets from being geneticall; 
plastic, and the increased fitness conferred on indivi-
duals whose offspring resemble them in their relation-
ship with their common environment, the latter can be 
expected to prevail, 
The movement 6f animals between localities, their 
activities in their home range, and, especially, the 
relative roadiness*ith whiôh they will mate with a 
particular individual or category of individuals from 
among those available, determine the freedom with whi 
genes flow within and betweenopulations. This is 
most obviOus in the origin of new species As behavi 
patterns influence the adaptability of populations 
through their control of the mating system, they are 
important oharacters for students of speciation despite 
the technical difficulties which they present4 The 
evolution of the nervous syStem has greatly extended 
the possibilities of interaction between individuals. 
It is likely that the matings among mammals or birds 
 
are less. nearly random than those among most inverts- 
 
brates or sexually reproducing micro-organisms. 
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DOwdeawell and Poi'd (1953) 'working on butterf1es, 
Cain and Sheppard (1950) and Sheppard (1952) working on 
snails', and Dice and Blossom (1937) and Voiplo (1950) 
working on mammals, have all found marked adaptation to 
local conditions coinciding with relative isolation. 
Blair (1951, 1953) finds that Peroirsous move surpriaiz 
little during their lifetime., and. ;Howard (1949) gives 
evidence that full-sib and parent-offspring matings are 
not rare in the wild.. Weber (1950) and Corbet (persona 
communication) have both found marked differences in th 
frequency of skeletal characters, which are probably 
inherited in a simple Mendelian way, between local 
populations of respectively,;-M respeotaixely g;-Mus and Clethrionoxn.vs 
separated by no more than a few miles of country inhabi bed 
by the rodents on which they worked, This suggests 
that the population structure of small mammals is such ,  
as to allow a considerable degree of local adaptation. 
In order to- investigate the part which behaviour plays 
inepeoation, one requires a group ofpopu1atons,whi.c 
are characterized by variants that can be described in 
quantitative terms, and yet are not so distinct as to 
exlude hybridization In the laboratory. 
0 	.'• 	-, 	 0 
The tax.on6sy of the group. of rodents whichIwere 
used in this study is confused. The genus Olethriorxonw 
described by Tilesiue in 1850 9 Ims often been called 
otos, which the group was independently named by 
Coues, at a later date, It is found in the north 
temperate and sub-arctic regions 9 and, over most of thi 
range., is easily distinguishable. from the moot closely 
related genera (Hinton 1926). The less complex ôheok 
teeth, become rooted in the adult, which Is unusual for 
rodents, and the skull is less: massive than that of 
Miorotus. The main generic characters o.n be undérat 
in relation to the less abrasive nature of the diet 
eaten by Olethrionomys than that of its oboe relatives,  
(Miller 1956 9 Richie 1951).. Pour of the species groupa 
proposed by Hinton to include the numerous forms that 
have been described (Ellerman (1941) names seventy-two) 
are present in Europe. (fig. i), On the mainland of 
Great Britain there are small brightly côlóured bank 
voles with a reddish area on the back; it is generally 
agreed to call these ClOthrionomys glareolus 
Miller 1900 (plate 1) 0 and that they can be regarded as 
sub-specifically distinct from the type subspecies 
found on the continent of Europe, On islands off the 
West Coast of Britain are three diStinct forms (fig. 1), 
each of which was first described as a new speoies. On 
Raasay is found a large dark vole with a rather long 
stout tail, Clothrionoxnys erica Barrett-Hamilton and 
Hinton 1913, (plate 2),on &i.].1, another inner Hebridean 
island, the relatively short tailed  form,. which Is Also 
larger and darker coloured., was termed C1ethr1onoa 
alstoiu Barrett-Hamilton and Hinton 19139 (plate 34 
off Wales a large and sandy coloured vole is found on 
the small Island of Skomer, Clethrionornys skomerenais. 
Barrett-Hamilton 1903., (plate 4). Hinton considered 
these txa to be allied to the nagSri species group, an 
to be derived from a population of C. nagori which' has 
since been;replaced on the mainland by C. 4areóius, 
C1ethrionoanageri, a.large dark bank vole inhabits 
high land on the continent of Europe, but was unfortuna-
tely not available for the present Study. On the basis 
of larger sampleS than those available to Hinton, Steve 
(1953) came to the conclusion that the ±slad forms  are 
subspeoifioaliy distinct from C. g. britannicus. It Is 
hard to understand on what grounds Morriáon-Scott (952 
allied alstoni to glareolua, but erica to Olethr3.onontye 
zfOcanus 8undeaU, which is a.suh-arctio form diS-
tinguishable at a glance from the other bak voles In 




C1ethrionovs ntilua Paflas, typical of the other 
arctic species group, is a small vole, in appearance 
rathe±' similar to bx-i. tanni -qua but of a pale sandy colour. 
The identity of the voles called here norvegicus is far 
from .clear They have. been considered a subspecies of  
C. glareolus (Miller 1912), of C. na 	(Hinton 1926, 
Ellerrnan .1941) , or aa' indiriiishab1e from '0. glareoluE 
glareolus, (Collett 1911 0 Steven 1952). 
That rutilua and rufoáànus 'alone, are' specifically 
distinct from the other bank voles mentioned here is 
concluded by Steven (1955), from the fact that most of 
the possIble crosses between British forms and ndrvegioU 
between. island forms 	britannious, and btween'the 
island forms inter so, had been made by him. These 
crosses gave viable and fertile hybrids. It may be 
noted hero that two of the crosses that had not been 
obtained by, Steven have since been, found by the writer 
to produce viable young,, namely. britannicus male x 
aletoni female and britannicus male x. skomerenis erna1 
It is clear that there is no impassable barrier to gene 
interchange. The question remains open whether sbarrir 
apart from gross inviability or sterility, or geographies 
separation, could-.maintain these polytypic' formsdistinpt 
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from one.another., The potential means by whichisola-
tion can be ; affOCted. are numerous (Dobzbans1r 1951);. 
an ].1 investigation of ,,some of them w1 be 	later reported  
The idea common to the numerous biological defini-
tions of a species is that groups of animals, in order 
t. o be considered species,. must have oharaoteistics 
which ±nhlbit the free exchange of genes between them.. 
Spatial isolation is excluded as a criterion of speoi- 
icity, except in so far as it can be shown to be the 
result of either differential mortality or choice of 
habitat. As the species concept has become more precis 
(Cain 1953), especially as used by botanists (Gilmour 
and lieslop-Harrison 1954) and ornithological taxonomist 
(Mayr 1942) it has beoome apparent that the term is 
used for 4ifferontpu*poses, The treatment - of allopatr 
populations shows this most clearly. It is used in 
classiying specimens in a convenient way, organis 
being included in a species if they fall within a 
definite range of phenotypic variation. It is also 
used in the natural classfioat±ón of well studed 
groupe r For this purpose 	opèratidnal definition Le 
used, The most familiar and successful of these, 
particularly In o1aeBifyng angios rrns, is whether 
viable and fertile offspring result from the cross 
•1 
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pol1ination. in oaptivity 9 of members of a pair of 
putative species. It seems 1Ikely on general grounds, 
that bie sort of definition can be expected to become 
Improved as the techniques of experimental taxonomy 
progress0 It is hoped that this. communication will ahovi 
how provisional any diagnosis of specific status, using 
this kind of information, must be, at any rate in 
animals,, where differenoes in behaviour or ecology may 
function as isolating mechanisms between populations 
which are not distinguished by incompatible gene 
Qomplexes.. The readily modified behaviour that seem S 
to be characteristic of mammals may lend Itself to this 
sort of process. It has been suggested recently however 
(Manning 1957) that the behaviour of bees in response 
to the interspecific releasers of angiosperm flowers 
may be important in the apeoiationof the latter.. In 
considering species as stages .111 evolutionary change 
• it is important to know what factors function as barrier 
to gene interchange. If differences In behaviour or 
cology are sufficient to isolate two natural population P 
then the investigation of the absolute sterility rOlatlo 
j
. ships between them loses the attraction it had of being 
a biologically meaningful Oriterion of specific rank.. 
-9- 
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III. POPULATIONS STUDIA1W GENERAL 1LETIIQDS 
The taxonomic statue of the animals used in this work 
is discussed in Sections 1 and VII,. but this is not 
conclusive. The most appropriate nomenclature seemed 
therefore, to be - the' trivial names of the forms in 
question. These are used without prejudice as to 
Whether,  they ould'propelybé' regarded as of specific 
or aubapécific rank, or, for that matter', ai to what 
species the 'subspecies' belong. The only named form 
whiohhas been oollectédfrom widely separated localitiE 
is britannious0 Where appropriate, the locality is 
used following the trivial naan.. In' the absence of an 
indication of this sort . britannióus can be taken to 
refer to the bank voles from the Edinburgh district. 
The term race is used here to designate the taxonomic 
sub-divieions of' the genu lethrioiornys, Its use does 
imply that none of these taxa, is su!fidiently 
is.tinot to bö given a. higher rank-0-but merely thatit' 
s not helpful to-do so in discussing the work pre3e4ed, 
re. Similarly. qualifications of, the term..are'not 'used'.. 
1 the forms, If races, are geographical ones on the 
orite'ia. (Mayr 1942); it is hoped to demons 
o 'that thy are distinct in other wayé. 
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Details of the ó'ol1eOtons of bank voles which hay 
been ued are given in Table 1. Those animals were kept 
in captivity 'using methods developed by D.: 'Seven, 
and. described fully by him in the second edition of the 
U..A., handbook (1957). Details of particular method P W  
will  be given as they become neoessary. 
ThtOghOut this investigationo exCept where the 
contrary is stated ezp]ioitely.,, both animals that have 
been caught in the wild and maintained in captivity for 
Varying periods of time, and' animals that have been 
bred in captivity for.. one or. more generatione have been 
used. The latter Category has nt been avoided, as the 
iybride used in a number of studies,wCre of necese.'ty 
labc'atory bred, and an important aspect of the work 
was the compa±'i'son of these with members of the several 
races of ClethrionoEas.  
' 	 I 
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,zv. I1WI7IDUALBBHAVIOUR 
1.. TAMENJss 	 : 
The first impression of variation in behaviour 
characters between an island race and that from the 
mainland is that they differ In teiperamento' As Pitt 
(1925) puts it "moreover they (britannicus and 
ekomerensia) differ in disposition. Skomer is placid 
and docile. Any one of the sic will let me pick them 
up and put them on my arm, when they do not seem 
frightened or even perturbed. A britannious would have 
jumped to Jericho". 
For convenience, the differences which are respon.-
sible fox this reaction in the observer are considered 
as defining the distinction between tamenee8 and wildne s. 
Several examples of this category of behaviour will ii 
be examIned.. 
A. hándlin 
The behaviour of an animal most calculated to produce a 
subjective impression of tameness to an experimenter ±8 
that which makes the animal easy to handle.' The most 
noticeable differences in behaviour characters between 
an Island race and that from the mainland are of this 
eort. 	 I 
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The speed and the frequenóy of movements during 
Ltine maintenance are greater in voles from the 
ri18xi, than in the Island fornis.. On these criteria 
the most active of the Island. voles are Rasay animals. 
The experiment to be described was an attempt to put 
these impressions-on aquantitativs. beIs.. Thegeneral 
level of Spontaneous activity., as measured by the 
amount of time spent out of Its nest by a vole, yifl be 
discussed later. To assess tameness it Is more importar, 
to see if the vole will run when the experimenter is 
present, and if so in what direction. The rating systeri 
used for classifying the ease with which a vole could be 
handled on a particular.o coaaion in five steps of 
decreasing tractability, was as follows: 
No rapid running, no freezing (see below), 
and no persistent movement awar from the 
experiments r0 
Preezing; a characteristic hunched attitude 
which a bank vole may assume on disturbance 
and mainta.n despite being pushed" 	up 
or otherwise stimulated 9 and despite being 
left undisturbed, subsequent to this, during 
a five minute period of observation from a 
distance of ±±ve I bet. 
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Movement away fOm the hafldler, but not 
enough to make häiliiig 	iou1t. 
Movement, especially running in circles and 
jumping, so rapidasto make;eapture.di.ffietil p 
but not apparently orientated with relation 
to the handler. 
Rapid running or jumping away from the poten-. 
tia]. handler. Biting. 
Vivo adult makes from each of eight sorts of 
Oletriononw were placed In separate cage s 9 and scored 
on these criteria for ten consecutive days. The result 
in Pigure 2 do not suggest tiat the rating scale measur 
a single factor which is continuously variable,but 
rather a number of partly independent tendencies each—
of whioh has an effect on tractability. In the absence 
of a more detailed study, suggesting what statistical 
model could generate such results, a statistical analys 
of the data as a whole was not considered appropriate. 
However, the types of bank vole do seem to be character 
ised by .a high frequency of a particular rating. In 
only the Zintyre specimens of britannicus arid the two 
hybrid groups do less than half the observations fall 
in the most frequently 000uring ca't'egory. 
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• 	The differenoèe between the . observed records of'a 
particular grade that seems to chaacterise a type. of 
bflk vole, and 'the :eXpOtatith1' on the basis of the 
frequenOy with which. ihis,.grad.e occurred in the .xesults 
of .the 'Other voles, were tO8ted by. the Ohi squared 
method.. 	 • 	. 
• .. This analysis is presented in Table 2. britazu4oui 
from Edinburgh, and erica are both difficult to handle, 
but are characterised by the rating numbers 5 and 4 
respectively. skoinerensis and alstoni are both easy 
to . bundle • .Apart from the differences between the 
races it is noteworthy that the britannicus from Kintyri 
are different from the Edinburgh sample, and rather 
similar to some of the island forms; that the new 
collection of, ekomerensiEanifflals was markedly easier 
to handle (this was so from the time of capture) than 
the old stoCk, which had. bOen in captivity for a number 
Of,  generations (about four).. The two types of hybrid 
were not markedly' different from each other, but 
resembled neither of their parent races. They were the 
only animals other than erica to be classified as4at 
all frequently. They gave the impression of being wild 
in a' diSOrganized ways. 
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B, upward flight, reaction 
a rosdent vole is visible outside . its nest when the 
cage is Opened. 9 , his reSponse to the opening may be any 
of three broad ca.tego*huios Of behaviour, providing that 
is no other dietuz'bing factor, 'TheSe are* 
rapid upward movement by jumping, climbing or 
running; termed an upward flight reaction if 
the vole leaves its cage within about five 
• Seconds (estimated) 
burrowing or runningtoOOver;:terined. a 
downward flight reactlgn if the volS has 
disappeared from view within five seconds,, 
but has remained within its cage 9 
the vole still visible within Its cage;' 
classified as no flight reaction, but probably 
including weak escape reactions, : and some 
poorly cOOrdinated ones. Some individuals run 
rapidly In Cjroløa, when disturbed, and for 
lack of an unambiguous criterion this has been 
InCluded in the 'noflight-' category. 
The tesdits are presented in abléS 3' and  Figure 
There was marked individual vaiatiOn, especially in 
erica, but It will be seen that in these samples aist 
skomereneis had less tendency to flee than did 
and erica, and also that the flight .o 
was characteristically in a dOwnward9 and 
of :erica in. an upward., 	tior 0 These conclus±ona 
are supported .by experience 
. 
larger number of observa-
tion.whih.ere nOtdeeiged. to tet ,ea.CPe. 
The, . stimulus- oper4t iv, .~ ,. , foz thee responses ay well 
be th ap±d ncrease in 1uteSity of illuminat ion  
within the,- ca e on openig :1t  lid of pe±f orated, Zinc, 
mounted in a wooden frame. This interpretation is 
supported by. the fact that the reactions are found if 
the lid, Is opened. by, the. use of 4 etri when the 
observer is some., feet qway ,,but  are not found if only 
the frame. of the lid is, opened, in the noxal way, 
leaving the perforatedzlncrefting on the walls of the 
cage.. in the preioussectlon on.bandiing other faoto2 
are certainly' involved, and in some oases the-vole 
makes movements apparently orientated in relation to 
the obser7er0 	
': 	 ,: '. 	 .' ... 	 .. 
0•: straxeobjOot reaction 
on a vole is confronted by an object with which it is 
t familiar, in its home cage, it usually backs away 
- 19 - 
om it 9 8fld. :à.vOids that pa't of its cage for á,*hi1e. 	. 
This is a familiar phenomenon to workers on Small 
jn.nnnala. Lorenz (1952), for instance, described. how 
the behaviour of Neoxys fodieng changes, when it comes 
across an unfamiliar object in its home grouMs , from 
rapid and stereotyped movement to what is apparently 
oxploration, with rather slow progress towards its 
presumptivea, The avoidance, by 	rotus, of traps 
because they are new objects has been considered the 
cause of the increase in catching performance that is 
usually found between the first to the second night 
that a group of traps have been sot (Obitty and Kempson 
1949 arid a &isoussion by Linn 1954). 
The likelihood of a vole not being caught in a 
Longworbh trap was taken as a measure of the strength ,  
of the strange object reaction. 
Male Olethriouons, each of which bad been living 
in the experimental cage, with abundant peat moss and 
447. so that runs and tunnels could be established as 
cover, for at least a week, were used. A Longworth 
live trap (plate 5,  and Ohitty aid iCempsoz  1949), 
containing food and edding, was placed in the cage at 
the ar, end from the nest used by the vole, and left 
there overnight. In the morning it was recorded 
whether the vole had entered the trap. This vole was 
not used for further trials. Only animals bred in 
-20- 
captivity were used in these experiments, in order to 
exclude the effects of trap experience The number of 
races involved was limited to those available in 
relatively large quantity. 
Applying a chi squared test to the results shown 
in Table 4 it becomes clear that britannicua in6ividual1 
enter the strange object less readily than. do s1omerens 
or hybrids between either britannicue and skoinorensis, 
ox' britannicus and stoni (tn each case P is less than 
4001). There is no evidence that the two sorts of 
hybrid behave differently from one another, or that 
either, is different from the skomereneis animals for 
this character (in both oases is greater than 4 
D. open field 
Thespontaneous behaviour of the same five males of 
each of eight categories of vole that were tested for 
tractability (see XV. l.A) was assessed during ten 
minute periods of bsevationitheo 	n 	following drown. 
stances, 
The animal was placed at "0° in tho centre of the 
open field apparatus (Pig .'4) uMer a tin, which was 
lifted rapidly from the animal after ten minutes, 
Around "0" was a circular area divided into named 
sections surrounded by a wall, which had above it four 
electric lamp bulbs which were the only illumination in 
21 
the room.. The. loôomctozy movements (.this ter,: and 
the ones following., are explainod in fóótnotes to 
Figures 5 to 11) were recoHod. The total score of 
each individual for the ten minute period is plotted 
in Figure 5, and from the standard deviations of the 
moans also shown it can be concluded that the 
britannious from Edinburgh move more than those from 
Kintyre in this novel situation, and that they together ,  
with the erica group moved more than the aletoni or 
either of the two skomerensisgroups. The two hybrids 
were intermediate in performance between their respec-. 
tive parental races, but not markedly ,  different from 
the britannicus, group., 
The number of minutes in which several categories 
of activity occurred at least once are shown in Figures 
6 to U. The amount of running was like movement, 
highest in britannicus and lowest in aistoni and 
Tskonler'eneis ,  erica was the only group exhibiting back 
flips, and jumped rather more frequently than the rest. 
Edinburgh britannicus, and erica,, showed a higher tooth 
- 22 - 
grinding frequency than the rest. The island races 
showed no difference from the Kintyre 	3in 
the amount of washing donecluring exposure to the open 
field situation, but all these did lees washing than 
britannious, All the types of vole except ericá spent 
some of most minutes in contact with the "W61. 1 , of the 
apparatus. 
,The movement termed backflip, and found inaletoni 
is very similar ,  to one frequently performed by 
musculus si,ioileus Petenyl but not by any stock known 
to the writer of the laboratory Lm. domestiois Rutty. 
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The we].). known dispersion of many activities of.',aniinala 
into more or less regularly spaced bouts Is 1 behaiour 
which is readily expressed in quantitative terzns. This 
L 	 1 
is one reason why these characters have been f avoured 
by physiologists in analysing the proximate Jdausal,  
factors in muscular motor. activity. The causation of 
rhythmic activity has also been studied at the genetic 
lvel (and is one of the few behavioural traits to have 
been so stdied) by, for instance, Rundquist 
who found that much of the individual variation in the 
spontaneous activity of rats could be attributed to 
genetical determinants, and Brody (1942). This work 
has clearly demonstrated, by the response which has beo 
obtained to selection for increased or decreased aotivi1 
i. 
level, that, within a particular environmental setting, 
the level ofactivity observed was not stable to the 
r 
variability in genetical constitution among the indivi-
duals in the population which was studied. Ps;ohologis1 
for a general review, who have often used 
unifoz'm material from the genetioal point Of  
ecologists (Calhoun, 1945-6), using members 
populations, have shown just as clearly that 
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the modification of a number of factor's, especially 
light (Kowaiski, 1949, Aechoff and ]V1eyer'1ohiiinn, 1954, 
and Eoffmmn, 1955) and hormonal balance, has a profouxi 
effect on the perforznanoe of rhythmic behaviour. It 
seems clear from this that aot.vity cycles have a 
complex ontogeny. Par less is known of what factors 
are important in the ecological adaptiveness of rhythmic 
patterns in natural populations to their own niches, or 
range of environments. Two studies, - on xnmmals have, 
however, been made of sympatric, but closely allied, 
species; and both have lent support to the idea that,  
such species have differences which reduce competition 
in one or, more ecological situations. Oroworoft (195 4) 
hale shown that Sorex minutus is less nocturnal than 
S. araneus, and this limits the heterospeoifio contacts 
made in the common hunting gronds. Kalabukhov, (1938) 
has found comparable differences in the diurnal rhythm 
between &od emus sTlvaticue  and M,odemus flavicoillo 
which are correlated both with differences in environmei 
selection in the laboratory and with habitat preference 
in the wild state. Such modification in the periodicit 
of the things an animal does could have come about, 
initially, as a result of several possible advantages 
an individual may get from being out of its home at 
I. 
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partiouiar times. Por instance, it may aoid exposure' 
to a class of Ipreda  os,. pet°háps specinlizing on the 
related form, or foodstuffs not utilized by the other 
species may become available to it without competition. 
Once a difference has become established it will prob-
ably, be stabilized by social factors - an idiosyncratic 
individual may have more difficulty than his fellows in 
finding a mate. Since speciation probably occurs allo-
patrioally (as will be 6' sidered later) any divergenc 
in periodicity between geographical raoes is likely to 
be important. 
Prom the point of view of speciation, the central 
problem in the ontogeny of such polytypic characters is 
whether the crucial difference in the faotor affecting 
development is dependent on a gonetical, or on an environ-
mental distinction between the categories of individuals 
concerned. On this will depend the stability of a 
character, acquired by a race in isolation, if the race 
should subsequently overlap geographically with its 
parental population. In order to be available to 
natu  	 anim betweena  
potential species, a phenotypio character must be of 
this kind. 
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IL: .121 captiyi 
The bank voles from the mainland have been shown to 
move more vigorously when disturbed. This behaviour 
makes bitanniOus seCm more actIve than the other races,  
anâ led.to the starting of the investigation reported 
here. It should be remembered that a negative result 
would not have meant that there were no important 
differences in rbytbmioity between the races studied, 
but that such d1fferencee, if they existed, were not 
stable over the whole r;ange of environments in which 
these races can live &ooessful1y (see section VII, on 
natural selection, for evidence of the success with whic 
brrtarmious lives in captivity,, in relation to its 
breeding and survival performance  in the wild). 
In order to find if there ar inter-racial differ-
ences in rhythmic behaviour , in bank voles, in spite of 
individual variation within races, it was necessary to 
make a quantitative estimate of behaviour in time. ThiE 
s done mecl-ianioally because preliminary watching 
suggested that any rhythms would be long term, and not 
suitable for 4irect observation. 
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(j) methods 
Two main factors, apart from simplicity, were considere 
in designing an apparatus to study rythmic behaviour: 
Which variablo was to be recorded as behaviou 
The term normally applied to the data obtaine 
As 'activity', whether this is measured by 
the number of turns of a wheel (Dice and 
goal. 8lett, 1950), or excursions of a twnbotr 
mounted cage (Kowalslct, 1949), or movements 
of a door subdividing a cage (Oroworoft, 1954 
or any of a group of other criteria (for, 
reviews see Kalabukhov 1940, Ihuim 1950, and 
Southern 1953), Similar results are not
i .obtained by 1l these methods, and it is 
probable that a simple factor is not scored 
as activity. It was decided to use exoursioni 
out of the nest as the measured variable, 
This seemd more natural than activity wheel 
performance, for instance. 
The sensitivity of various recording systems 
has been discussed by Orowcroft (1954), and 
he points out that the limiting factor has 
often been the length of drum paper available 
for each time unit of the record. Six 
in 
1 1 t 
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minutes has been the smallest unit used To 
avoid this d.ifficulty it was decided to use 
a strip of paper z'unning over .a: roller, and 
in this way ten inches of record for an hour, 
allowing analysis to the nearest minute to be 
made accurately, was easily obtained (plate 6 
The design of a unit of the apparatus used is showi 
in Figure 12, and plate 8. The nest box was supplied 
with hay for bedding; its sides were double, the outer 
metal walls being removable in order to observe the 
animal in its nest. This box and the food contaiier, 
which was supplied with mixed corn, turnip, and water 
in a removable plastic container, were suspended from 
opposite walls. Both had steeply sloping lids in order 
to prevent voles from sitting on them, 
When a vole left its nest the floor sank to 
complete a circuit operating a signal lamp, and (plates 
9 and 10) a wio pen filled with barograph ink which wro e 
on paper coining from a reel such as is used on a 
Remington adding machine • Pour such cges were used to 
accommodate, separately, one male Clethrionoiis from 
each of four different populations. Replicate observa.-
tions on races were dispersed between batches of 
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experiments in order' 'to reduCO any systematic éffeó'tt 
of seasonal variations in temperature, noise, or, other, 
uncontrolled environmental factors. The cages were 
placed so that the insido of each could be seen from 
the same observation point in a room (plate 7) in which 
the'schedule. of lighting péx'iode las as f011ows: 
Datheas. Thr eight hours 'between 10 .p'.*o to 6 
((..M..'). Prom 6 to 10 a.xf indirect I ltwthiation from 
four six-watt bulbs diffused through translucent white 
glass simulated twilight. Day was the eight hours from 
10 am. to 6 m 	 ree p.., with indirect light from th 	sixty 
watt bulbs. A second twilight period proceeded darknea 
An experiment was normally xwi for two or three 
weeks. Each day the cage was cleaned, and food and 
water replenished, and the pens inspected. This pro-
ceedure lasted approximately two minutes, for each unit 
About once a week the reel of paper was replaced. 
Visual observation was carried out during'.part of each 
day period, arid often other experiments were in progree 
in the same room. The amount of time for which observ 
tions were made, and other activities performed, was no 
standardized between experiments however. The voles 
were apparently less disturbed by the sight of movement 
than by sounds. During the earlier experiments counts 
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madö of the. frequency I o souths prothxCé& by the. 
a in the night, periods. In the: last. two sets of 
expernents öbseriTàtions were made during tie xiigt by 
eans of an irifra.red image conveitor apparatus (Pigure 
13 and plates 11 to j3)i. The inf*'a-red Source was adi  
ordinaxy tungsten filament lanip screened by a filter 
lass passing ifra-red, The principal of the device 
is that the image of the cage in infra-red is focused 
by an optical lens ono the semitransparent photocathodE 
consisting of silver caesium oxide which emits e1e+ro 
ith the same distribution as the incident image. The 
lectrons are accelerated by a large potential differenc 
pplied between the anode and cathode. This beam is 
ooused electrostatically on a luminescent screen where 
he energy of the electrons is converted into visible 
fLight, so that a reproduction of thO,scene used as the 
object is obtained. During the observations by visible 
and inf'a-  red illumination, a reoo2,d was made, each 
ninute, of the occurrence of a group of activities whiob 
ou1d be recognized in the converted infra-red image, 
q4, ch Usually, had poor definition. These were: loco.' 




POx' the purpose of comparisons between and within raCes 
the records obtained from al]. the experiments were 
examined to detex'mine, fox' each half hour period, how 
• many minutes the vole a' eint some Of tiie time Outside 
his nest box. The mean score, for each clock half houx' 
±c]lótted in Figure 14 •( : () for eal óxeiiients. 
It will be seen that most races exhibited a short terni 
periodioity in the distribution of excursions within thE 
twenty four hours. 
Although there was considerable individual variatic 
within groups, eah was characterised -'-byl 	rticular 
pattern; the bursts of activity in britarmieiza from 
Kintyre and Edinburh w, re less frequent than in aistom 
but more frecuent than in skoxnex'ensis. The number of 
cycles was obvious only in skoinerenais, whtoh had five 
per 24-hour period 9 and britaxmicus front Kintyre, which 
had six. Probable figures for the other, races are six 
for the Edinburgh britannious, about eight for aistoni 
and five for erica. , nox4eicus seems to have had more 
numerous cycles than iutilus. The britrinieus from the 
1ew Porest apparexitly laoked¼  this abort term xytbmicit 
The hybrids did*. not resemble either parental race; 
their performance did not show regularity, except that 
they were more active during 'the night. 
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The total anotut of. time:. spent out of;the nOet. 
box, and its distribution between the lighting periods, 
for the, ,.; several races, was subjected to an analysis of 
variance. The groups of animals were first analysed 
separately. It was found that, (see Table 5, I) (a) 
New Forest britariniáus, ekonierensis and the grou of 
byb#dsl showed differences in total performance within 
a group significant at the five per cent level. (b) 
New Forest britannious' (one per cent 1. 16V611 of sigz3ifiu.. 
canoe) and the bybr:Lds (five per cent level) showed 
difference between light 	periods in the distribution 
Of excursions, (o) There was no evidence of interactio 
between animals and periods; that is, no difference in 
the pattern of distribution of etivity between indivi-
duals within a group could be demonstrated. 
An overall analysis (Table 5, II  
There was a diferenoe between groups (Table 5, II (ii)). 
The  signiioanoe of this difference was caused mainly 
by the New Forest britannious, whiohhad a lower per-
formance than most others, and by erica, which was also 
low. (b) There was a marked rise from day to dusk and 
night, and a fall from night to dawn. (Table 5, II (ii )). 
(o) There was no evidence of difference in distribution 
6f excursions between periods for the several groups. 
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A difference of over 40 would probably have been 
revealed by the analysis. No consistent dfference in 
the proportion of minutes during light and darkness in 
which a vole performed some recognizable activity was 
found hy visual observation. During the night, however 
the periods of feeding were morel protracted. Except 
when the excursions out of the nest were long, the 
proportion of an excursion spent performing an activity 
was roughly constant • During the long spells on the 
floor more minutes were spent sitting motionless, 
usually in a corner of thecage. 
. it the wi1d 
In order to determine if there are short term rhythms, 
of the same sort as have been described in the previous 
section, in wild Olethrionprrws the techniquo described 
by G. B. Godfrey. (1953 and 1954 a and b) for marking 
Microtua with a radioactive ring, And tracing it with 
a Geiger counter, was used. A monel metal. leg ring 
c1we$ .(0htty 13l) onto w4  	.brass- tube 
containing about 100 jic of Cobalt 60 embedded in plaster 
of Paris, was used'tto locate of the marked V`ole. A 
portable dry battery operated Geiger-Muller counter ,  wa 
twed* the. ttibe of which, wO attached to a ten fOot 
1 
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bambO pole.: .I b* he4phneS to allOw  the, . label to 
be located in darkness. 
tn Figure 15 the observations made with this 
apparatus are recorded. The term 'nest' is given to 
the position at which the vole spent long periods with 
out',  appreciable movement, and where it was present at 
each of about eizprevious visits during daylight. Eaci 
quarter hour the nest was approached, and the counter 
probe held over it, the observer being about eight feet 
away. It will be seen that the visits during which the 
vole was absent from the nest are associated into four 
groups in each of the twenty four hour periods of 
observation. These were evenly spaced during the warm, 
am, moonlesa night, but not so during the moonlit night 
during which the bank vole also was less frequently 
away ,  fro its nesa. 
C. rbrthinio behayiour in the wild 
in relation to that found in captivity 
On Skomer voles were frequently. oeeed, mo z, : about 
in low vegetation, sometimes in small groups, during 
the day. Trapping did not suggest that the population 
density was particularly high, britannicus and alstoi4 
were comparatively seldom seen active in daylight in 
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although they occur commonly both in individuals living 
in adjacent areas at Wytbam where there i.s ground cover 
(Kikkawa, unpublished), and also in individuals r trapped 
near dinburgh and ettidied in the laboratozy. This 
suggests that the absence of ground cover in the wild 
has a similar effect on rbytkunio behaviour to that 
apparently produced by a bright daylight regime in the 
l41oratory4 Xt is possible, therefore, thatthe lack 
of observations of activity by mainland animals in 
daylight is due to these animals being more readily 
inhibited from foraging outside thick cover by bright 
illumination than is skomeronsie. This hypothesis 
could be tested by greatly increasing the power of the 
light sources used, in the recording room, and finding 
If britannicus is, then, more nocturnal than skomerensi 
V 
p 
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.1 	DISCUSSION.. 
he main outcome of the investigations on individual 
behaviour described here is that the distinctions 
betweenthe. races of O1ethr±onôys are of the smeord 
DZ magnitude for these characters as for those which 
aave( been used by the taxonomists of the group. This 
Ls not remarkable. More thorough demonstrations of 
bhis poiit have been made by Pilters (1954) on the 
Ly1opoda, Lorenz (1941) on the Anatidae, Hinde (1955) 
Wayr,v . Andre .nd:Hirid :(1956) On the genus Prjnifls 
nd Spieth (1957) on the willietoni group of Drosophila0 
Several differences between the races of Clethrionc 
tendencies to behave in particular ways, have been 
ound to substantiate the impression which they give of 
hifferenoes in temperament britannicus animals, for 
nstance, are apparently eby, running away from an 
obeerrer; they also tend to become hidden rapidly when 
disturbed, and run about a lot in a strange situation 
r om which they cannot escape, and they avoid a strne 
pbieot more than do other voles. erica gives the 
impression of being wild, tending to jump upwards a good 
eal when escap.rig, and not remaining in contact with 
the wall when in a strange situation. alstoni and 
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skOntGrffnsis are 	lar to one another in appearing 
tame.,.,and having their normal activities little changed 
by alterations in their environnient which evoke reaotioi 
in other voles. 
Geographical differences in rhythmic 'behaviour hav 
been described, both in the distribution of activity.  
between day and night, and in the number of short tex'm 
cycleS during the twenty foi:hour 'period. 	eomparisO 
of the published reports on Olethrionoiiwa confirms that 
the genus is polytypic for activity pattern, although 
the differences In technique employed in the studies 
makes this conclusion less reliable. Miller 
ho made records of the transit of banlç voles between 
a cage and annexe to it, which contained food, states 
that his specimens, from Wytham Wood, near Oxford, fall 
into two distinct categories; one having a marked short 
term feeding rhythm rather evenly expressed over the 
twenty, f ouri hours, and the other showing an Aodemue.. 
like nocturnal preference. Possible these animals have 
rhythms of the sort found in britannicus.from Edinburgh, 
and from the New Poreot, respectively. Brown (1956), 
also working on britarinious in the South of England, 
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failed to trap animals during the night. She suggests 
that activity is stimulated by a decrease in , illuminati 
and that Miller (1955) foid. 'activity during dàrknesø 
because his regime included only bright light arid dark-
21055. Miller's result is cóiffirmed by the observations 
reported here, in which the light and dark periods were 
0'paated by Thur hours of dim illumination, and. yet 
activity was found during complete darkness Q  Brown 
found that the catch rate had peaks at dawn and dusk, 
with a lower one in the afternoon, arid claims to have 
fa two-hourly rhythm, but, as her visits to the 
traps were also at this interval, it is felt that the 
short term rhythm, if real, is likely to have been 
modified by the method used to observe it. In Prance, 
Ohappellier (1947) found that Clethrionomys glar6olus 
in the wild visited food during the day and the night. 
Schleidt (1950), observing bank voles in semi-natural 
conditions in Austria, found six to eight cycles of 
activity evenly spaced over the twenty-four hours. 
Ostermann (1956), automatically recording the activity 
of captive bank voles from Passau Germany, in natural 
lighting conditions, provides data which suggest a 
shoxt-term rhythm of about eight oycies In the spring, 
-,.40 . - 
but not at other times of the year He finds that most 
activity occurs at night thi4g the summ,r, but. by day 
in winter. Kowalski (1949) working in Poland, found 
very frequent cycles of activity 2 between ten and twent 
in the twenty-four hours 0 using a cage mounted on 
tambours which operated a recording pen t He also found 
that the diurnal rhythm is easily modified by changing 
the lighting system, although the rhythm of Airndemus 
flavicol].is f3aviocollis persists in the same pondition 
Ka].abukov (1938) reports a similar difference between 
.sylvatious and A. flavicollis, and, in this case 
also, the difference in physiological control is 
aes.ocated with a. difference in. the amount of cover 
available in the habitats of"thê speO1eSE.. Diff erences 
in the dependence of physiological clocks on environ-
mental factors are well known in other, organisms (see, 
for instance, Pittendrigh 1954  on Drosophila) 
The work summarised by Braden (1957) has shown 
that the occurrence of ovulation and oestrus in the 
mouse is geared to the light cycle by the, mediation of 
the eyes, central nervous system, and anterior p1.tuitar 
gland. Braden interprets the difference he finds in 
the responsiveness of outbred stocks to a change in the 
lighting regime as being, at least partly, due to the 
geueti,oal control of a neural mechanism 
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It is considered probable that the distinctions in 
behaviour between the races of Olethrionone which have 
been described, although probably biased by conscious 
selectio2l for characters which'could be easily scored,, 
are representative of differences which will influence 
the relative success of the voles living and breeding 
in the same environment,,, and, in. particuiar,, that, they 
will modify the reactions of voles with related indivi 
duals..  
A general survey, using ethological methods, of 
the behaviour of Clethrionomys 	eo]a has been zado 
by Sohileidt (1950), but there has been little other 
work done on rodents with which to compare it. Elb].-
E±beefeldt (1951) has described numerous behaviour 
patterns-of Meriones persicus persicus, and Thorpe 
(1956) considers that many of them must be inborn. 
Zippellue and Goethe (1951) have performed Kaspar 
Hauser experiments on J/&soardinus aveflanarius and find 
that toilet sucking 9 cl±mbixg, concealment and fright 
postures, nest building and vocalization all develop 
in -the way, that they wo4d be expected to have 'done 
had other' members of 	Ir 'speqies been present 
their growth.. 
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There has been lltflo work reported on the behvio 
of related species that will interbreed. Hindo (1955, 
1956 a' and b) describes a thorough ethological study 
of several species of Pinches, and of the sterile 
hybrids between them. He concludes that the hybrids 
exhibit in an uncharged form those behaviour patterns 
which theirparental species have in common, and that 
the behaviour patterns which differ quantitatively 
between, the species are intermediate in the hybrids. 
Clark, Aronson and Goon (1954) report similar finding 
in the hybrids between Xiihophorus maculatus and 
X. helleri, together , with the absence of behaviour,  
pattons which were found in only one of the parent 
species being more or less dominant over presence. A 
tendency to resemble the species used in making a 
baàross, and to show Segregation in the P 2 sugges,ts 
that the genes influencing the behaviour are numerous. 
The behaviour of bank vole hybrids is only partly in 
line with this -.work. Several of the characters studied 
were intermediate between the parental races, for 
instanoo, the amount of movement, and the frequency of 
tooth grinding, washing and wall contact in the open 
field situation, and the frequency of bed shredding 
(s,tionv:Ei,2oc). Hybri4s are more variable,, both 
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beten individuals and at different times in the same 
animal, than are members Of a particular race; but 
they are more similar to one another, than are mdlvi 	.5 
belonging to different races. The hybrids did not 
resemble either parental racein crosses between 
britannious axd alstoxii, or britaniicus and ekornerensie 
in their rating for ease of handling. They were simila 
to erica. animals In being wild, but were not so success 
u1 in escapizig. .. ....... . . 
Inbred strains of mice have been compared for a 
number of behavioural charaotes, chiefly connected 
with activity and aggressiveness. It has been demoustr 
ated that differences in expression of these traits are 
partly, determined by differences in hereditary factors 
(Rindquist 19319 1933, Dawson l932 Scott 1942, Calhoun 
1956). It is not known bow important traditional 
distinctions may be (King and ,Gurney 1954 9 King 19500 
More illuminating work has been clone with breeds of 
dogs which differ in behaviour, and several breed 
characters have been found to be simply inherited, some 
probably being due to a single Mendelian factor, 
(Whitney 1932, Stookard 1941, Thorns 1944). Some 
physió.og±cal., rather, than behavioural cbaracte:rs have 
given similar results (Fuller 15]., Scott 1954L),. 
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V. SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR 
1, I1TRODUCTION AGGRESSION AND SUBMISSION 
In groups of animals that have highly developed social 
behaviour differences in the form that this takes could 
result in reproductive isolation even if the specifically 
sexual releasers were similar0 	 l  
In the previous section it was shown that races. of 
Cléthrionoinys differ in their behaviour to mea. Compar-
able variation between the. races in some of their sooia 
behaviour will be reported in, this section. it should 
be emphasised that. the characters to be described are 
prObably not entirely representative of the activities 
carried out by these voles. They were selected for the 
ease with whih they could be recognisOd. Obvious 
factors involved in this selection were;' 'the type of 
movement - 810w, repeated or gross movements being more 
easily recognised, and wbotber'the movement could be 
interpreted in the light of work done on. other animals. 
The aggressive behaviour of Olethriononws seems to be 
similar in general to'tbat reported by Clarke (1956) fo 
Mi orotue. 
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DominanCe relationships (Allee '19429 1950) are 
recognised In Clethriononzvs. A bnk vole which 
ae been resident in a cage for A. day or more will 
lmôet always retain the use of its nest, and freedom 
f - rnovement about the Cage, compared with a vole of'tbe 
same race, that is strange to the cage • This is taken 
to mean' that-,.where a, clear doinnoe relationship is 
apparent, the resident vole. j  usually' dominant over the 
riSitor. 	. . 
This regularity in .behaviour was used in Standardi-. 
ing the conditions for observing the social behaviour 
f male voles. A male was put in a large (approx. 
o x 50 cm.) glass walled cage with sawdust (about 1-cm. 
eep) on the floor, containing corn, turnip and a small 
at box., The following day another male:p Of the same 
co,.was added, and the 	o observed Thr the sub sequen 
u'. The results summarised in Table 6 show that some 
haviour patterns are characteristic of resident 
imale, some of visitors, and. that the races dffer in 
e occurrence or frequency of these categories of 
iavi our. 
Scuffling (plate 21) is a slow forward movement, 
th the body carried low, in which the front paws move 
cards much more in relation to the. body than the 
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body moves forward in relation to the ground.. Sawdust 
is f].tig backwards by. tills.. The movement is a priude 
(Hadane. and. Spuxway 1954),  to  attack, and may beadle-
placement activity due to the slnultaneoue tendency to 
attack:and to flee.*. it is.charactorlstio of resident 
tnicua and erica. Box 	- (Plates. 17 and 29) 'i 
frequent in encounters. between males where neither is 
clearly 4ominant 9 and is often followed by brawlln 
(plate.  ,18),. it is usually preceded by the resident malE 
assuming the, prewlune position (plates 16 'and 17; 
the visitor then raising its head and forelimbs. The 
alternative sequel is a lurie (plate 23) by, usually, 
the resident vole 9 and flight by the visitor. At the 
clo8e of a bout of encounters the visitor often assumes 
one. of two 'cjulte distinct postures 9. which are submissivE 
in he sense. that they inhibit , further attaøkE by a 
dominant ithnal.. 'oiled ;sUbmieS'iOfl (plate 19) has bee 
observed only in erica and aistoni. The vole often 
holds its tail curvSd,,well off the, ground... Rigid 
submission (plate 22), on the other h4nd, Isobaracterl 
tie of br±tan±ilcus0 	Neither of tbeshae ever been 
observed in skomerensis,. nor do tho'e animals show any. 
behaviour which seems 'to .be equivalent. 
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Prom the frequency of those behaviour patterns it 
is concluded that aletoni and ekpmerensis are less 
aggressive than britann.cua and erica. This is confirm 
by inter-race encounters between males0 erica is 
markedly the most successful, and akoinerensis least. 
It is noticeable that skomerensis animals are attacked 
more persistently than the others. It is suggested 
that this is due to the Iaókof 	SSi signal. 
aistoni seems to initiate more fights early in a bout 
than does britannious, but is less often successful. 
This may be because briti1oua weigh. less than the 
othéx 
4 : 
20. 	EXPERZ]YLE11TAL C0MMUI1ITIES 
Method 
In the wild, reproductive isolation can be concluded if 
an male select mates belonging to the same taxon when 
more than one type of potential mate is present In the 
area. D. M. Steven (1953, 195) has shown that members 
of different raCes of 0lethrionorvs will mate In capti-. 
vity if xiO alternative partner of the same race is 
available This do-es not ezolude the possibility of a. 
potentially; '' ial1y effeótive barLer to bbt'idiz6t1on. 
Ecological variables, partioular1y specific habitat 
preferences (Lack 194, Miller l942) which have been 
shown to be sensitive to gene substitution at a number,  
of loci in Drosophila (addington, Woolf and Perry 1954 
lead to population interspersion (Elton 1949) and are 
recognised as a means of reproductive isolation (Mayr 
1940). Differences between groups of animals in their 
tendency to associate with one another could, similarly 1 
limit the range of potential mates that is available to 
a. particular animal. The latter possibility Was fist 
experimentally investigated by Blair and Howard (1944) 
and later by Blair (1953), who used forms of mice of th 
Pez'pimrsous. The work now to be mentioned employed a 
technique similar to that used by these authors. 
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The fr'equenoy with which particular animals were 
found together in the same nest box was used as a 
measure of the tendency for these aninialst associate* 
Two animals of each sex, all of which were strangers 
to one another, were placed in a large cage (plate 24) 
which had four nest boxes. These were accessible for 
observation from outside the cage. Abundant food and 
bedding was available to theta at all times. Each 
member of a community was individually marked by oar 
pnoh.Lng, and its looation:recOr4cd each day at about 
10 am., at which time most animals were in a nest boz4 
In the first series of experiments all the animals 
in a group were of the same race. A hundred observatio 
were made with the cage and nest boxes remaining in the 
same place for each trial; another with the cage and. 
nest boxes randomly rotated 90 5 180 9 270 or 360 degrees 
h+wiv thRcrvi.t1 AflR.. 
In the second sérieà a nnle and ;a female britanni 
and a male and a female of one of the island races, 
composed the community. Experiments were run for betw 
ten and thirteen days, unless one of the animals died 
before this. 
It was possible for ' 6a' ch animal to ooc'ipy a nest 
box alone, or to be together with one or: more others, 
There were fifteen possible categories of distribution 
- 5,0 - 	 - 
of voles in relation. to One anótber, The number of 
times .a particular grouping was found was compared. Wi 
that expected by chance. The significance of the 
differences was tested by the chi-squared method. 
B.0 Results 
(i) Single raoe communities (Table 7 (1))  
Gregariousness. The overall frequency with 
which all the voles were together was greater than woul 
be expected by chance ( less than .001). This is 
considered to demonstrate gregariousness. 
Sex differences. There was no evidence that 
the gregariousness was due o a tendency for homosexual 
rather than heterosexual associations ( greater than 
402 comparing AB; ab; and AB, ab with Aa; Bb and. Aa, 
Bb in Table 7 (i), The females were found together mor 
often than were the males (P less than .01); the males 
indeed being found together less frequently than would 
be expected by chance (p less than .01). 
Territoriality, In the series where the 
orientatjon of the cage in relation  to the room was 
undisturbed between experiments, the number of ocoasioru 
On vhich a vole waØ found in, each 'nest was recorded 
(Figure 16). The number of times the favourite nest 
was occupied ts'plotted as ,l0O and the second and 
P. 
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third most, and the least,, favoured nest shown as  
percentages of this. The steepness of the lope  'reflec a 
the dOciivenoss "of the ghoce. A. vole at, or near to,; 
the nest which it most frequently occupied often behav 
aggressively to an animal norxn4t resident elsewhere. 
The nest can, therefore, be considered a tèrzitoxr, 
Ck 
using the definition of Hlnde ('195.().. ekomerensis 
showed a less marked territoriality than the Others 
Q less than .;001), Which showed no evidence Of 
differing among themselves. 
Since it was clear , that the animals chOse partic 
boxes, further experiments were made to find out what 
use were used in locating the preferred box. After 
rotating the cage together with the nest boxes at 
random between obaervatina, the choices were scored b 
position (i) in relation to the cage, and (ii) in 
relation to the room,' (iii) in the control series the 
cage was undisturbed between Oservationsi, The results 
plotted in Figure 17 show. that the voles orientate 
mainly according to the room:. Faithfulness to room 
Position is greater than to cage position ( less than 
.01),. and the faithfulness to room position is not 
significantly 'affected by rotating the cage and nests 
(P greater than ..i.), 
IV 
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Rats have been f oufld by pe chologiste 	Hebb 
1949, p091) to use distant cues, rather than stimuli 
from the object itself for-- Orientation to a platform 
onto wblóh they have prèiou81y jumped., 
(ii) Ai,.racial oommunitjep0 (Table 7 (ii)) 
Although animals in communities with a male and. 
female of each of two races woz'e gregarious ( 1es 
than .001). they. were less so than in , single race groups 
(, lose than .001). As in the group of experiments 
previously mentioned,, females associated with one 
another more than males Aid., (1 less than.02),. but. 
there was not a marked difference in incidence of 
heterosexual and. homosexual assàciations (P less than 
.o.20.).o. 	. 
Raoiai 8eregat.1on... The most striking result was 
the degree of isolation between sexes of the island and 
mainland races.. The incidence of pairs of the same 
race (Aa; Bb arid Aa, Bb) was greater than that of 
mixed racial pairs (Ab; Ba and Ab,. a) (,: less than 
.0001). The effect was significant at the 5% level for 
the britannicusjskomerènsis oommumties and at the 0.1% 
level for the britannicueJorioa and britanrriousjalstom. 
communities. 
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cia1 exclusion. aletoril and erica males were 
more often found with both the females of their communi4y 9 
to the exclusion of the , britannious male, than vice 
versa (P less than 05 and 0001 respectively), Similarly 
erica females exclude iritannicus, but britannicus 
exclude komerenais females from threesomes (P less thaTL  
.01 in each case). These results may have been due to 
differences in aggressive behaviour between the races. 	:. 
Voles that were usually excluded from nest box aseocia- 
tone did not Often remain at the scene. of aieiOöunter 	.• 
at its termination. britanriicus often initiates fights 
but, if the resulting encounter lasts for more than a 
few momeAts q .96nerally retires apidlyo 	 . 
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3. IMPO1TAIWE OF OLFACTORY CUES 
A. Method 
This seties'bf experiments aimed at identifying 
signiioant atimtUi involved in social contacts which 
attracted or repelled voles. This knowledge was 
necessary in order to devise some more' sensitive test 
of radial discrimination than the experimental conununit 
method described. earlier0 For this purpose the behavio 
of members of heterosexual pairs of voles was investi-
gELted.. 
The description of the experiments will be made 
with reference to Figure 18 (the apparatus is illustra.. 
ted in plates 25 and 26). In each experiment a male 
and a'female vole 9 which were previously strangers 
were introduced to one another in a cage not familiar 
to either animal 9 and their behaviour observed s4bee.-
quently0 The two novelties in the situation were 
important because; (a) Clarke (1953) has shown that 
Microtus behave differently towards individuals known 
from previous experience, (b) it is well known from 
work done on dominance relationships (for instance 
Allee 1950) that the outcome of an encounter tends to 
differ according to whether an animal is at home at the 
time.: Type A. introductions were controlsp and also 
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accustomed the observer to the type ofinteraction's 
between a male and a female that could be expeotèd 
Type B were made with the female Clethrionoirs enclosed 
In a transparent plastic Sandwich boxj in the walls of 
which maxj holes had been drilled. Type C introduction 
were made using an Intact box the lid of which had been 
sealSd, using se].lOtape, after putting in the feñle. 
In the last series, D., the male was introduced to 
was intended to be merely air that had lately been in 
contact with the female in aeetIOn. Auditory stimuli, 
owever,, may not have been excluded despite the separa- 
on of the participants. One of the categories of 
ontrols to the experiments, to be reported in the 
ôllowing section, was more critical, on this point. 
Inally another-aeries of oontrols were peöed where 
a male was introduced to a well washed, and, empty:, 
sandwich box, either 'with holes or without. 
It might be thought, at first sight, that this 
thc4 Itself would be suitable for the investigation 
of racial discrimination as well as social bèbavióur 
among similar animals. It has two disadvantages. 
howovr,, first, that the method of scoring by the 
observation of behaviouri which is of a continuously 
variable kind - 9  lacks ril gouri. and l second, that the 
racial choices to be compared  are sequential, and only 
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aStatistIcal. analysis of extensive data OQUId: one 
èxolude the possibility ;tbat any diffdr6n0eb .are, due 
to a change In behaviour associated, with experience of 
these experiments. That is, changes in internal state 
may alter the likelihood of the performance of particu-
a.r' motor acts in respOnse to, the same environmental 
situation, This would Increase the variability of the 
results, and thus efficiency would be lost. 
Results 
The sexual behaviour. of 'OlethrInovs 1c1areolus 
has been described by Sohleidt (1950). Eero only the 
behaviour found when the female was enclosed (type B) 
that seemed to correspond to that found when both 
a4mals of. a pair were at libety (type A),, I11 be 
• 	,' 
The' male typoal1y approached. the box (plate 27) 
and sniffed at it, squoaldng (plate 28), and often 
climbed over it (plate 29). It has been suggested by 
Schleidt (1951), on the basis of experiments done with 
electrical recordings, that this squeaking (much of 
which is too high to be audible to man) inhibits the 
flight' reaction of', a female. Aftei' a. Cew minutes 
Investigating the box!p , a malq,often performs actions 
usually seen in aggressive encounters (see Section V.1. 
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p4rt±i1ar1y scuffling.. When he did so the felitale 
usually moved as far away from the male as possible 
(igurea 30 to 32)0 
In the series of observations where the female 
W as in a sealed box (type C) the male less frequently 
approached the box, spent much less time near it and 
did not sniff it, or squeak (Piguros 33 and 34). If 
the female moved about inside the box the male would 
then approach her, usually in an aggressive attitude. 1 
Where  the Scent of the female alone was presented 
(type D) the response of the male was very similar to 
that found in type B experiments (Figures 35 to 37) 
during the first two minutes. The male did not then 
perform aggressive movements, but rather washed or 
rested in a corner of the cage? . 
111ale voles enclosed in this way evoked the same 
behaviour;...  
211ie scent of a male Olethriononws induced scuffling, 
and short runs in the pre.'-lunge position (see Section 
V.1). Indistinguishable reactions were made to the 




Peinale Clethrionoxrys produce olfactory stimuli 
which are sufficient for them to be recognised as such 
by males. Either olfactory or visual stimuli can 
induce agress1ve responses, and probably (Sohleidt 
1950) auditory stimuli can also. Clarke (1953) found 
evidence that Microtus males can recognise a strange 
vole by scent alone, There is no evidence that such 
recognition in species specific, as is the recognition 
o±fernäIe8o 
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4. DISCUSSION 
One reason why the progress towards understanding 
the social behaviour of mammals has been slower than 
that of birds is the difficulty of making models of the 
olfactory social signals which are 80 important in the 
majority of mammals (Sobloeth 1956). This difference 
In mode of communication between man and most other 
mamnals has probably resulted, also 9 in the classifica-
tion of the order, 	being less advanced than that of the 
birds, species of which, as Spurway (1955b) has pointed 
out, are often recognized taxonomically by 'characteristic's 
which have probably, evolved as signals to other birds. 
The differentiation of the forms of C1ethri2nous 
in movements associated with social behaviour is not 
as clear cut as the speoies differenoes reported by 
Lorenz (1941) in the Anatidae,or by Antonius (1937, 
1939) in the genus Eguup,orby Pilters (1954) In the 
ty].opoda. However the social dominance of one race, in 
mixed groups, is comparable to that of one inbred strain 
of mice over another (Ginsburg and Al]ee 1942), or of 
the brook trout over the rainbow trout (1ewman 1956). 
These fish f o rmt, a common hierarchical system, Hale 
(1956) has found that members of one breed of domestic 
fowl recognised birds of another breed not as individuals 
but a; members of a olass.. One 4efeat by a Thre± 
bird lea to the subordination of the vanquished bird 
to all others, Of the victor-'al b*eed0 Neither of these 
studies showed what effect the species discrimination 
which-was demonstrated had in reproductive situations; 
on the other hand strild.ng differences between closely 
related sympatric species (Tinbergen 6t' al. 1942), 
which inhibit mating between the species, are i.mportant 
in nature (Mayr 1942). It is very probablet bat 
natural selection favours the development of such 
differences (Dobzhansky 1951). 
The  behaviour patterns which give rise to the 
decrease in gregariousliess. of bank voles which are 
members of mixed communities, and to the segregation of 
the races, and to the dominance of the individuals of 
one race over the individuals of the other, are factors 
that would decrease the likelihood of introgress3.ve 
bybx'id.ization, if the races should meet in the wild. 
However, if the races are derived from a common 
ancestral population, it is highly unlikely that these 
differences have arisen due to the disadvantage, to an 
individual, of mating with a member of another race 
(see Section VII. 3), because natural endounters' 
betwen members of the races,. if, they occur ,at afl, 
must be rare ocourrenoea. 
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VI. INEE..RA.CE BEHAVIOUR 
I.! RACE DISCRIMINATION 
A Method 
Although the absence of conauTnmatox7 acts in 
appropriate circumstances provides unequivo cal evid OflOE 
for Sexual isolation, it is not the mOst. economical 
method for investigating mating barriers in mammals 
One copulation is liable to result in a lông lasting 
change in the behaviour of a femalle, It was"deóiéd 
to use the approach of a male to one female, rather 
than another. as a measure of the relative adequacy 
Of the .stimuliproviaed' by the former. It 'may well be 
that females are more discriminating than males in 
their choice. ô mate (see Seitz 1948 for théiø].jd'B 
Tilapia heurdeloti and T. natalensia; Bateman 1949 
for Drosophila; Merrell 1954 for D. perelinilis and 
Lpseudoob$cum ; and Knight, Robertson. and Waddingto 
1956 for mutants strains of* D ' .', me1anoa9ter)0 but male 
move about more when reproductively motivated, and the 
choice is therefore easier, to score,  
Pigure 19 and plate 38 illustrate the design of 
an apparatus which allows the simultaneous presentatiox 
to a male of the odours of two female bank voles. The 
females were at no time visible to the male making the,  
choice, and the animals dad not come together, Ent-i7 
of the ante-chamber to one fthefemale'a'b  ox: was 
scored as a choice, 
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& male was placed in aLboz. at 0. A Thmale was 
placed. In box A and another In box . These females 
were chosen from those available on the following 
groun&B: (1) that they were not familiar with the male 
(ii) that they. were both in oestrua. All available 
females were examined each day while these experiments 
were in progress in order to select ones at the same 
"eta go of the oestrous cycle, (iii) that they were of 
appropriate races. The male was released from 0, and. 
was oonfronted. with air being sucked, by a fan, from A . 
.and - .B:.,down the left and right arms respectively, of a 
Y-.tube. If the male had not entered one of the ante-. 
chambers within ninety minutes the animals vwer,6 temoVe 
and the experiment côntlnu'èd' the following ,day  After 
•. choice had been made, the. ante.chamber øortEiui1ixg the 
lliae was exchanged with the box at 2. This method of 
replacing the male in the starting position avoided 
direct handling, which would probably have influenced 
the subsequent behaviour of the males of some races 
(see Section IV, 1). Which arm of the Y-tube, together 
with the ante-chamber associated with'itp occupied the 
right, and which the loft, position for the subsequent 
trial was decided at random (Plaher and Yeates 1953 
Table 3310 Similarly, but independently, the position 
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of bôxee A. 6z4, B, wre: randomis6d between tLs The 
first randomisation waa to avoid the possibility that 
11 
a iale might go habitually, to the left or right due to 
a trail of its own scent (Paclt 1950 . The second 
avoided the rstematic ohoico of a female on the basis 
either of her contant position, or of her alternatiig 
position. In Tmaze experiments spontaneous alterna-
tion between trials in the entry of one, rather than 
the other, of alerriative passages is often found 
(Montgomery 1952), apparently ,  ô.ue to an xploratory 
tendency. 4 
Between sucessive experiments, each of which 
consisted of twenty five trials, the apparatus was 
thoroughly washed. The experiments were of six kinds 
(Details of the animals used are given in the table 
mentioned); 1. 
(i) In the main series a male 7as , givbn the choice 
between a female of his own kind and one that 
was different (series A, P and G). 
single experiment was similar, to (1) ozcop 
that the females had been removed from the 
apparatus before the trials were commenced. 
This was done to test the possibility that 
the deciding factor was a difference in the 
souxds made by the females (series B). 
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A series of controls for factors 	specifi' 
• 	to the females chosen. The femals were 
removed,, and the boxes A and .B wer washed 
before the trials 'were begun (eeri C),. 
• (iv) L control series to test whether d*erences 
that were significant to a pb2e existed 
between females of his own race (aeios D). 
A 'citThl sorico to' test whether the d±ffere ace 
between two foreign races of females was 
significant to a male (series E), 
A single experiment where a hybrid bank vole 
was given the choice between a female of the 
maternal, and a female of the paternal., race 
(series H) 
B. Results 
Tables 8 to 15 show which of a pair of females 
was approached by the male, and the time he took to 
decide. The marked positive assorting which was .found 
is clear evidence that .a male vole recognised which of  
a. pair of strange females belonged to the same race as 
himself, and chose that one. This preference was 
significant in most of the experiments taken individual  
(see Table 16) Voles from Kintyre and Edinburgh 
differed Sufficiently for discrimination of this kind 
to have been made. 
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A. male chose a, fomal.e.,Of.h±sown race ±'aterthan 
a hybrid female between a member of his own race and 
some other' 0 A male hybrid did not choose a female 
hybrid rather than a female of one of the parental 
races. Nor did a hybrid discriminate' . between a female 
of the maternal, and one of the paternal, race • vidonc 
for discrimination between the boxes recent:,y vacated 
by females was found, but not if the boxes had been 
washed before the trials were begun. 
During experiments where .a chóce o.' , a ixlar 
female and a different female was presented, there was 
an increase in the mean frequency with which the similai 
female was chosen (Pigure 20). It was noticed that 
after a male had made ten or twenty runs he usually 
paused at the Y-Junction,', moving his head from side to 
side, before proceeding to one or other of the ante-
chambers (plates 39 t642)... The time spent at.the hoi. 
point ,was réoOd duing each trial 9f. the last five 
experiments (Figure 21)0 The total time for the first 
half of the experimenta was 10.25 mine, and for the 
second half 80625 mine. This increase is significant 
at the .0001 level, although the total time taken befor 
the choice was made decreased (Figure 22). During thee 
experiments the increase in success was significant at 
the .05 level,. 
S. 
In none of 'the experiments was tbere a tendency td 
alternate from left to right 9  or vice versa, between 
trials, except in series  and B, where the male was 
given two females between which he showed no evidence 
Of discriminating 4t here there was a marked alternation 
(P less than .005) 
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DouGsion WE 
The increase in the delay at the choióe paint in 
hose Ytube experiments., whióh is dorrélàtéd with an 
ncrease in success at males in discrimnating between' 
einalea at two races, is very similar to a phenomenon 
amiliar to rat psychologists (Tolman 19380 Tolman and 
itchie 1943) Meunziuger (1938) originated the torxa 
icarious trial and error (VTB) fox' the looking, or ,  
znning, back and forth that occurs at a ÔhO1•Ôè point 
A visual disrimination experiments.. It has been 
ound to be negatively correlated with ermre. and 
ositively correlated with speed of learning, at any 
ate for eome sorts of &isorirnination, (Jackson 1943). 
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2. DIPPERE1XAL INSENINATION 
A. Method 
After suooeasfuilr copulating, a female vole haØ 
an umistakable vaginal plug, which remains for a day 
or two (Brambell and Rowlands 1936).. In order to 
determine if a barrier to racial cross-insOminaton 
exists, the ideal experiment would be to detërminetbe 
Origin of. the vaginal plugs of females in a mixed 
community, but, in the absence of a marking techfliquO 
for semeni it was dOcided to investigate if the 
nation rate by a single male was higher for f'eflalOs of 
the samO race. It is Iown, from breeding experiments 
where no choIce of mate ±8 given, that if such a barrie' 
exits it is not absolute; therefore, in order to detect 
a preference (by whichever sex this might be exerted), 
it was necessary to provide each male with more females 
than he could Oover 
Living in a strange cage decreases the ohaipe of 
A vole being successful In an aggressive encounter. 
Males die more frequently than females during the 
period following the etablishrnent/of a new mating. 
Each male, because rather a large number of females 
would join him, was placed in a large cage, supplied 
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th peat moss and hay,, on the day prior to the corn en 
ment of an experiment in order to allow him to beôome 
familiar with the surroundings. Five females of his 
own race, and five of another race, having been indivi-
dually marked by ear clipping, were placed with him In 
the morning arid left there for seventy two hours, when 
they were examined for plugs, and isolated. The experi 
mont was intended, to be Continued in order to get 
information on the success of the inseminations In 
producing young, and the viability of these offspring, 
but unfortunately most of the females died, from a 
not associated with the experiment. 
Femaleef for use in the experiments were aeleOted 
on the basis of there being Live or more available; if 
there were more than this number, five were selected at 
random from them. (using Fisher & Yeate's tables, each 
female having been given a random number), 
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B, Results, 
Male Clethrionontrs inseminated females of their 
own race more readily than tboee of Other types' (' 
lose than .03).  The data are too few to disóuss the 
relative isolation of the races (see Table 17). • It'. 
'should be noted that where' more thanoneof the females 
of the other race were pluggedp 3.11the'fOmales of the 
same race had, been. This Is consistent with the' 
bypotbesis that the results would 'have been more clear 
cut if a larger ratio of femaletto males had been 
empoyed0 
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3. DISCUSSION 
.lo bank voles recognise whether strange females 
belong to the same race as they do themselves. They 
approach the scent of females who originated from the 
same locality in preference to others. There is no. 
evidence 9  however, that hybrid males discriminate 
between potential mates. Although free cross breeding 
occurs where no choice of partner is available, male 
voles inseminate females of the same race more frequent 
than alternative mates. It has been sugestod that a 
biologically important limitation to the fecundity of 
males was a prerequisite for the demonstration of 
differential insemination by the method used. It may 
also have been necessary for the phylogenetic develop-
ment,, by males, of the ability to discriminate between 
classes of female voles.. The existence of social 
hierarchy, together with. territoriality, (partV, I and 
2) probably enables dominant male bank voles to mate 
with a disproportionate number of females in the w ild, 
as seems to happen with wild, house mice in semi-
natural 'conditions (Crovroft 195.5).' If the supply of  
gametes in these favoured males 	a limiting factor in 
their production of offspring, there wil) be a selectivol  
advantage conferred on such of them as use the avaUabl 
supply for inseminating those females most likely to 
raise vigorous progeny.. In, the next section the relatii 
fitness of 'hybrids will be considered. 
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As has been pointed out by Haldano (1953/2, if 
sexual releasers, and preferences, are partly determine 
genetically, as seems to be the case in bank voles, 
differences may arise between iolated populations due 
to the disadvantage of having a rare genotype for those 
characters, which would reduce the chance of finding a 
sympathetic mate. Such a process would allow more 
rapid divergence of ieiaia forms than could be expected 
by the action of the SewaU z'ight effect. It -':is not 
neoeasary to Vlrigbt's tbeoir of genetics], drift tbt 
raretypes should be at a selective disadvantage, 
except in so far as they are likely to disappear from 
random causes. 
Sastock (1956) has shown that a single gene 
difference can result in an abnormal courtship pattern 
by Drosophila melanogastez' n1ales0 Randel (1945) and 
Knight, Roberton andaddir3gton (1956) have shown that 
females in Drosophila populations are genetically diver 
in their willingness to mate with xnLes of th:is abnorma3 
type. (Some degree of sexual isoi.ation within a speCie 
has also been demonstrated in fish (Minamori 1952), in 
frogs (Moore 1950), in newts (Spurway 1953) and' . in 
nOther' epocios of rosOi,hila. (tterSôn g xA D.o]ansici 
1945) )o 
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If the development of specific, or sub-specific, 
ecognition in bank voles wore due to tradition, then 
no , would expOct hybrids 1.o select females of the 
aternal type in race dscrimination experinnts, They 
o not, but this could be due to an inability to learn 
o select a particular scent as a result of their 
eculiar genotical constitution. This point could 
nly be settled by cross litteri.ng (or inovulation) 
Kperixnent$a.. 
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VII.. NATURAL SELECTION 
In order to determine with 001t.aint3r 'if the differentiH 
ation of the races of Cjqthr i6ngWs is of adaptive 
value to the members of: the genus, it would be neces 
to make a field Study of reprO4tteti on and longevity On 
sample populations, both jn 'their respective native 
habitats,, and when teoiprocaliy.:exchanged betwSSn them. 
Less diroót information on the evolutionary sigifioanc 
of the races can be derived from the correlation of the 
pol.ytypic' characters with environmental variables 
(Blair 1947 and Dice 1947),. 'a the effect of hrbridi 
Zatlon on fitness. 
1. GEOGRAPHICAL VARIATION IN BEITAWICU$ 
If the establishment of the differences which are 
now fóuM between the mainland and island forms of 
Cletbrionpuws has been the rS a3t of natural seleotionp 
the voles from the mainland would be. eipected to be 
variable for the distinguishing features. The climate, 
vegetation and, in general, te fauna of the West C 
of Scotland is similar to that of the Inner Hebridean 
Islands, on 'which eria. and alstgni are endemic. If 
the voles in these lOcalit±es are similar to epsoimena 
from the Islands,,. it would support the theory that 
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the latter have evolved from the ancestors of the forms 
(Steven 1953), rather than the theory that progenitors 
of the naeri stock were cut off when Mull and Skomer 
were isolated (Hinton 1926 ; Zimmermann 1950) and have 
remained there as relatively unchanged relicts. A 
pre.-req.uisite for genetical adaptation to local conditi 
is the restriction of gene interchange with any , large 
population not subject to the same selective forces. 
On the West coast are a number of peninsulas where ban] 
V6108 live, which, from the distribution of sea and 
unsuitable mountainous country, seemed to be more or 
less isolated from other bank vole populations. 
Trapping. in 	in the neighbourhood of Raasy,. 
did not procure any Oletbrionontvs (author's observatiox 
1954), nor did trapping in Storr, further North 
(dinburgh University Biological ftpeait ion 1955). 
In 1955 Olethriononws was found to be common in 
Kintyre, the longest and most constricted of the West 
Coast Peninsulas (Figure 1). The character-Which the 
island races certainly share, and which distinguishes 
them moat clearly from the collections of britarmiou 
about which information is published, is their relativE 
.1e.:bodysize (Steven .1953). Weight wa.s chOsen to 
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detorijne body size because its measurement is loss 
liable to variation due to the idiosyncrasy of the 
observer than is body, length, which is subject to 
errors in the degree of stretching, particularly if 
some specimens are alive arid some dead. weight is 
probably more sensitive to seasonal fluctuations in 
environmental conditions than are -.1 near dimensions, 
and therefore the sample of the mainland population 
used for comparison was one collected at the same time 
of year (September.-October), although this wa'er small 
(Table 18). The Kintyre collection had a greater mean 
the 	' 
veight than that fromEdinburgh district ( lees than 
,PO1 using a.t.-test). It was also more variable (P 
Lose than .05). The sign ficae of the difference in 
3ize should be regarded with caution as the t-test used 
In estimating it is not strictly valid for populations 
)f different variability. 
In order to confirm this finding, the. sample of 
)ritannious from the published data (Table 18) which 
iad the largest mean weight (that from Reigate) was 
bhoeon to compare with the Kintyre.- collection. The 
niblished report did not state which estimate of 
pread was used, but if we, assume that It was the 
taxid.ard deviation of the mean,wbi.ch would be least 
CJ 
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favourable for establishing a difference between the 
means 9 the difference was significant at the l level. 
The island race closest to.p#Vre.v geograph:Lcally 
(both are "in Arrllsbire) aB well as in body size s is 
aletoni. The difference in their mean weights (Table 
18) is not signif leant ( greater than .1). 
Zintyre britannicus resemble -tie Hebridean races 
in colour as well as size. They are darker than those 
from most of the main1.and 9 and do not have the character-
letio patch of brighter 'red. i .on the back. Geographical 
variation in the colour of bankvoles has been reported 
by Matheson (196). 
Discussiox 
Zt is not clear why the britannicus from Kintyre 
were- found to be more variable in size than those from 
Edinburgh. The two mos likely explanations, are: (I) 
That the samples differed in age distribution. Most 
iiidividuals alive in the autumn, - are. under a year old 
(Section VII I 3,B). If the bank voles start breeding 
earlier in the year in Kintyre 9 there is likely to be 
a greater variance in age in the autumn there. This is 
aot supportod by a study of the breeding seasons of 
qletlirionon&a in captivity, which did not however 
include animals from Zintyre (Steven 1957). (ii) That 
the difference in variability is the result of a 
difference in genotioal diversity for factors ir3flueno.. 
irig size, 0­r to a genetioafl.y determined difference in 
sensitivity to enviro3imenta1 variation. This distinc-
tion is comparable to that btween the greater ariabi-
lity of 	than of its parental inbred lines, and 
the greater variability ,  of one inbred line rather than 
another 9 for some character. (Gruneberg 1954, Miohie an 
M603aren1954 1956, Yoonl95). Tantawy (1956) has 
found that intensive selection of an outbretl populatior 
for a metrical character is accompanied by a fall in 
fertility, with recovez when the selection is relaxed 
The difference between these Sorts of genetical 
determination would be difficult to establishezperi-
mentally, and is not important for the present purposed 
If either were involved it would suggest that seleotior 
for size is lees rigorous in Kintyre, Palconer (1953) 
found. that large size a'nd high reproductive rate are 
correlated in mice. If this is applicable to voes, 
then relaxation of selection for email size is likely 
to be followed by an increase in size. Small size is 
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probably an advantage in escaping some predators. 
Small voles, and small laboratory mice, aremore succe 
ful in escaping from man, and may well be from smaller ,  
maTnYnRi S. 
A Common feature of the environmental pressures 
exex'ted on the island races, and on the britannioue 
living in the ICintyre peninsula, may therefore account 
fox' the large size of all of them. 6hin14a4sen (1949) 
and. others (Simpson 1949, Lernor 1954) have distinguish 
between directive selection, and stabilizing selection. 
Directive selection fox' acoharaoter will tend to 
acumti1ate genes which favour tne development of 
individuals differing phenotypioafly in the appropriate 
direction from the population moan.  "h_: is posaLble 
that it will also increase the frequency of gehes which 
render the animals carrying them more sensitive to 
those environmental factora which modify the oxpmsion 
of the character under selection (Kaldane 193]\ Roberta 
1956). This effect has not been foundby Palooner and 
Robertson (1956) in their study of variability in the 
body size of mice, although the 1 stabilizing se el . oti'on 
exerted on their controls made some progress. Karn and 
Penrose (1 151) have demonwtrated the elimination of 
eztreme irAividuals from a population. Haldane (1954), 
• .n diaouéeing the measurement Of natural. seléOtion, says 1 
all the bases considered selection rethiced the 
• 1vanOe, that is to say it was of the type described 
a  stabilizing , or norma1i4ng, Probab.y almost all 
Ltural øelect±on fora quantitative ohi'act®r is of 
1thlo typet' It follows that the variance of a character is likely to increase if the action of selection on it 
io relaxed. 
2. ECOLOGT 
A Pted.ators cometitorb and eooloki cal apeoiizat 
cover ib' a majàr faoto determining the population 
deaty of biik v'olea (Siriri..deaiko 945) possiblj aotiz 
though pzdatoro. Owls eat moat mice early in the 
yar 1  when the ground is le aat covezed (Southern 1954). 
The sele&tion easuzes exeted by differen 4, egorles  
o predator will favour difrant phenotpo8 in the 
prey species. The tameness of the voles from Skoiier 
may, be assooiated with the absencO of maTy1m11ian 
predators from the island; it is possible that an 
attempt to escape by a voJe, when it becomes aware of 
a predator 9  has survival value if the predator ie a 
xnaunal 9  but not if it is a bird appr6' aching at a much 
greater speed. 
In the course of txapping 01ethriononvq 9 or stud 
in the laboratory9 some information has been gained on 
the distribution of bank voles between habitats, and 
o the other small ni1aTmnal found in them. As wiU be 
seen from Table 19 and 20 britarmious is niostoominonly 
found in mixed country. Plates 43 and 44 show the are 
where th hiheat catch rate of 	Oug was 
obtained. Microtue was most frequently found in open 
grassland. Apo demus was the commonest animal in wooda 
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•On Skbmer 'MiOi'ötta a not' Thund1 nOr , are thè 
trees. /   	andy  
oar].ly separated: the former occupies the higher grou.n6 
...without cover whore ioz'otus would probably live if 
present on the island, and also the bracken areas; 
the latter Ic the dominant species in the lower lying 
central areas, where the vogotation is more luxuriant. 
(gure 23, plates 45 and46, 1  and Table 21, and Phillip 
1950). Kalabukhov (1938) reports that Ai,odeiiuo 
ylyatioua, but not A. f1aveo.1ja, can be found in 
habitats without tree or bush cover, and ooieidera this 
to be associated with the strictly nocturnal habits 
which the former alone has. He finds, in t, h­ 	oratoz 
that mice of those 3peoiea celeo habitats designed to 
miTnic those in which they OCW? naturally. A similar 
demonstration of a diffe'enos in ohoico between habitat 
has been demonstrated by Uarvia (1952) for prairie and 
forest races of Peronwspus maniculatus, athoigh in 
these mice the stimuli which are most important in the 
disoriz4natjon of habitats are tactile rather Ihan 
visua'. Xt has been argued by, for instance, Miller 
(1942), and Waddirigton, Wools and rry (1954), that 
such reaetL one to the environment are important in 
evolution. 
The geographical differences in the amount of 
diurnal activity found in Oletbrionon&s may be due to 
gene substitution (Bastook 1956, Waddington, Woolf and 
Perry 1954), or to traditional differences (Ouel4ng  1.94.f L)O' 
They cannot be a direct response to an environmental 
switch, because they persisted during prolonged 
captivity. This does not mean that.,response by an 
individual to seasonal change may not be important in 
a given locality. It would be necessary to rear bank 
voles, from different localities, bred in captivity by 
1 	 4 
litter , exchange, in order to find out what is the 
developmental cause of the difference. 	1ler (1955, and 
personal communication) found that the britannioul3 from 
Wythain Wood, near Oxford fall into two categories for 
activity rhythm, one Microtus-like, and one Aiodemue-
like
. 
 ; this suggests a genetical switch, 
B. Feedias and Drink1n 
(i) Food referenpea 
In view of the different environments in which the 
races of Olethrjonomys livo both in terms of plant 
communities and of competitors, it seemed quite poesibi 
that differences between them in food preference might 
be found. Ritchie (1951) was able to define some 
differences in f odd habits between Cletbrionozvs and 
In the lab6x'at6t7 . . MiCThtus co-ex±tS, with 
itanniou,e arid aistoni but not with orioa or skomeren' 0 
It seemed possible that the 'atter races might be less 
distinct from Miorotu, in these respects, than the 
former. M&orotu feeds mainly on grass. 
The mean consumption of several foods by ,.the 
British forms of Olethionoty, when fresh grass was 
available 4 lih., is shown in Pigure 24. No mrked 
difference between the races was foux. In a suaequen 
experiment1, in which the fresh grass was not given, the 
x'esult was similar. 
Mifler (1954) f 6idon1y slight diff érencos twing 
more refined methods than the one mployod here , betwee 
britannious and Apodomus sylvatious living in the same 
wood, In Russia the localrepresentatives of these 
animals are apparently more 'd.stinct (Syiridenko, 940) 
although the Slovakian C1ethrionon (Ttrek 1953) has 
similar food habits to the British form. In birds 
differences of a subtle kind between r1atet peo.es 
oan be ecologioau1j significit (Lack 1944, 177),. It 
is not ,concluded­ therefore,that differences in eedi 
habits between the raoe oI Olethriononwea would not be 
found by another method. A field study would be nocose 
to settle this point. 
(ii)-.Quantity. OOnsumedk 
The data presented in Table 22 do not suggest that 
there is a quantitative differenoe in food intake be-two 
the races. This is donfiftedby records kept off OOd 
consumption during other experiments. ASbritAni(ous 
has about two 'thirds the bà&y weight of the' other races 
(Table 18) this may mean that the islaM races have a 
lower metabolic ratCo 	 'I 
The hybrids apparently 	a 'greater Zoo& 'con. 
sumption than the parent races. This is not certain, 
however, as they scatter *eaten,', or pait1y éatn, food 
about to a greater , extent ) wbiob, makes it more difficult 
to isolate the remainS: in order' to d'éterx ins how muCh 
has been eateni In particular the tuThip i b 'often 
bitten into chips: ihich must lose weight more rapidly, 
by evaporation, than would a lump. 
'(iji)P"ood jftond 
'Voles carry food, partioularly corn, to 'ah,'bituai 
part of the cage. As has been mentioned by Sohleidt 
(1950)., there is a sexUal dimorphism in this . behaviour 
females normally carryrig food to theIr nest,, but males 
making Several stores in othe parts of their cage. 
There was considerable individual variation in this. 




in the is 	races, and in tutflus and norveious 
decidedly more so. In other rodents environmental 
factors are known to elicit the storing of food (Mifler 
and Viek 1944, Br1947) It  is probable that 
temporary, deprivation, as would occur in the wild, 
would increase the tendency of bank voles to store food. 
Possibly the dferonoé between the x'aces which has béè 
noted is duo to a variation in the sensitivity to trans 
ient deprivation, although in the same environment large 
differences between inbred lines can be observed (Stamm 
194). • 
0. Nest buildinR 
Olethrionomys which it was hoped would breed were 
kept in cages out of doors (plate 47) with only a sheet 
Df glass inune1iate1y over them for shelter from the raix 
Vnithin  the cages were peat moss, about two inches deep, 
rid hay, which was used in the oonstractior of the nest. 
Uso available for this purpose was grass and the outer 
Layers of turnip, both of which were added regularly as 
rood, The cages were left undisturbed for aboirt three 
nonthe, except for routine inspection for litters, and 
ooasional capture of voles for ex4mination0 Over a 
per 	of time cages became riddled with runs and tunnel 
n and within the litter. Nests were constructed of 
ad hay and gr3si in the form of hollow ball 
AU the Br&tish forzna of C1ethrionoms normal3.y made 
such neets at the bottom of the cage. If the peat moss 
litter was at all deep, the nest was below ground level 
The nests of rutilue id zfooanus had thicker walls, 
the outer layers of which wore of coarse, unshredded 
bay, stalks, As the level rose, due to accumulation 
.et.a period of weeks or months of chewed bedding, 
faeces, corn husks, uneaten turnip, and corn, whi ch 
sprouted. if part of the cage were damp, the nest was 
kept at the surface. The nest was usually buUt on a 
substrate of dried turnip rind, and was often rather 
above the general level of the.:litter, and, covered, if 
at all, by loo's­ 	only, 
(i) .16V shredding. There is a sequence of actions 
very regularly perfoxied by a vole in the manufacture 
of itsnest. It will be described as it occurs in the 
cages used,,for measuring z'by'1iznic behaviour, as it is 
most readily,  observed yhen it occurs there. The animal 
leaves the nest box and stands across the entrance to 
it, often with the fore paws inside thebox, and then, 
turning its head into the nest box, seizes a piece of 
bedding material, usually a stalk of hay, with its teeti 
and fore paws. The head is turned and lifted rapidly 
away , from the paws, so s . Ading the stalk lonitudinal 
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The pieoe of bedding is dz'oppèd in front of the vole. 
T14s'.sequenae of actions is repeated eevet'al times  ver 
rapidly. The vole then enters the nest box with the 
shredded material, deposits it on the inside of the 
nest under construction, and, typically, leaves, to 
repeat the series of actions. Such a performance makes 
a characteristic pattern, on the record of excursions 
from the nest (see Section IV, 2A). This action patter 
is probably that termed "Abatreifen by Sehleidt (19SO)J 
The results are shown in Pigure 25, which also 
mentions the criteria used for scoring bed shredding 
performance • It should be noted that the method of 
scoring would tend to make a low estimate for animals 
performing the activity ,  in short or irregular bursts. 
It was found that bed shredding performances was very 
irregularly distributed between the races of Clethrionoi 
ElrLfortunately the number of individuals of t he 16rwegia] 
forms is small, but it seems clear that they perform 
bed shredding more frequently than do the British bank 
voles, and nnzcb more frequently than any but the 
britannious from Edinburgh. Only one . individual of a 
cross between a Norwegian and a British vole was etudie 
a norveiois x aistoni hybrid. This animal showed a 
shredding rate similar to that of the norveicus par 
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sSim 
it is .suggested, that the differences between the 
'itish and the Nowegian eSpeciiy the lug :ai'ct±C 
rutilus and rufocanus, Thrms of Clethrionomy's in neat 
oonatnotion, and in the frequency of the bed shreading 
sequence of actions, which have been described, can be 
understood as adaptations to the conditions in which 
these animals normally live. The colder eliinateis 
probably, the major detdrxninant, but it cannot account 
for the building of the nest above the general ground 
level by rutilus and Alf. ocanus, It is possible that 
the habit functions, in the natural tundra habitat, 
in avoiding the danger of the nest being flooded. When 
the tundra thaws, during the brief sunmier breeding 
season, the land, which is flat and peaty, becomes1 .
waterlogged. The higher score for bed shreddin' - f. opnd,  
.- 	 .. 	 . 	 .. 	 ..' 	 . 	 .,-.. 
in britarmious from Edinburgh tthan in voles studied 
from other parts of the British Isles may be associated 
with the colder winters found in their place of origin. 
- 	 1 ,. 	., 	 ...... 	r 	. 	.. 
It these factors are the ones ultimately, responsible 
for the differentiation, within the genus, of nest con- .... 	.,..,..- 	.;. -. 	.4,,.., , 	 . 	
. 	 ..........• 	 ,.. ... 
struction behaviour, it is clear t, hat they are not 
necessarily iiwolved atso in the ontogeny of it. 
norvegious individuals behave similarly whether or not 
S . 
they have themselves lived in 1orway. Litter exchange 
would be necessy to deternè whether' o±"iiô the 
crticial factor is inherited genetically. R6ss 9 
Denenbetg, Sawin and Meyer (19 56) report that variation 
In nest construction between different breeds of rabbit 
Are greater than the changes resulting from experience 
of building. 
Although litter exchange experiments could die-. 
tinguish between these possibilities if one or the 
other, were the case, it is not necessary that a clear' 
cut answer w" ould be found, It may be that tber'e is a 
genetically determined, difference in receptivity to 
parental influence. what is to say, the lack of 
appearnce of a character on fostering, in an animal 
hich would normally develop it, need not, necessarily 
be expected to be acompanieid by the appearance of the 
charcter , as áresuit of. the"ra1 fo'téi'', 
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EFFECT CIP H9N; PINESS. 
The breeding perfoz'niance of the zaces of 01ethrionc 
in captivity can not be expected to. -yidl& usfu1 inorm. 
btion about the adaptation of these races to theli' 
jnative environments. In the first place, the relative 
eitness ofthe races would almost certainly ff dier 
000rdng to the methods used for breeding and maintain-
ng them (Raldane 1946, Palconer 1952)., In the second 
lace 9 evidence will be presented that the force of 
ortality differs greatly between a part?iculr wild, and 
particular captive, environment,, The int1breeding 
hat can be induced between members of the races does 
ke it possible to obtain iiiformation on tb difference 
n range of genetical constitution between the races. A 
ene will tend to become common in group of intoz' 
roeding individuals if 	is of selective advantage  im 
a. high proportion of them, Uenes which frequently meet 
w i l 11 zygotes can be expected to modify one another's aotio 
o as to lead to the Ldevelopnlent ofphenotys acoeptabi 
to natural selection. 
One method of keeping groups of gones together wbic 
F6 particularly happy combinations, in a specific 
range of nvironente, is that. of óhomOsomàl' invetesi On. 
'S 
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This is not likely to be found in mammals (Haldane 1957 
although known to be important in Drosohi (Dobzbansk 
19470 Dobzhansky and Levine 1951),i - Linkage is probably 
of wider importance. Sheppard (1953) notes that genes 
determining polymorphism are more frequently, linked tha 
one would expect by chance. He suggests that natural 
selection will favour tiranalocations , bringing genes 
witb.beniticient interactions onto the same chromosome. 
It is. suggested that speciaton can be considered as 
another method of facilitating the evolution of co-, 
adaptation: one. that .do  s not have the. disadvantage of 
reducing .the potentiality for further evo1utinary 
change.that resultS' from the adoption of 'a mechanism 
which inhibits genetic re combination between members of 
a Ubudelian population (Carson 1955 a and b). 
A. InfoMation on breeding and 
length, of life in. cgtt 
(1) 	ethod 
Matings were made in an attempt to maintain a o.to 
each 'race 'except britannicus, which could be o 
ocally, and to make hybrids of various kinds between 
hem; 	first generation backoross, arid afew P 3 
were obtained • The breeding colony was kept, 
on June 1950 and July 1956, in twenty-four large 
ages in the open air (plate 47) 9 with abthdant food, 
edding and peat moss litter (Steven, 1957 a and b). 
records, moot of which were those of D. L Steven1 
analysed as follOws:-. 
93, 
Total length of matings of a particular type as 
number of females x number of years.. Most matings were 
between one male and two females. 
Birth rate as young per femalö per years. The 
number is a low estimate due to loss before the litter 
was seen, and subject, therefore, to error due to 
dfferenoes in survival from birth to reco.ng age. 
similarly weaning success (number.*pan /nuiflber born) 
is overestimated., 
Age all animals born in 1, 955 áréarlier, even 
if still alive at the final census were included • If 
no record of the date of death could b. found the last 
date on which they were known to have been, alive was 
used as an estimate of their day of death. This was 
an undereStimate but these animalS weiè ].oger lived 
than the average,, as animals that died young could 
almost always be traced totheirdeath k Their excluSio 
from the results would have biased the, mean ago toward 
zero. 
(ii) Reproduction 
Matings between animals of different races produce 
1.7 litters per fomle per. year (n 35 female years) 
which is a little more than matings within a race,, whic 
produced 1,4 litters per female per year (in 116 female 
years). Matings between hybrids had more frequent 
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litters; 2.7 per female per
,
year (in 33 female Yeats)0 
The mean )iittér size produoed:by 1rbrjd 
was laz'gev: 4'91*(60 liters) as opposed to 3.3(159 
litters); bit te litters of the P1 young were smaller 
2,? 
 
on 89 litters. T 	ló* pxoduôt1vity bf young 
may be due to a maternal èfteôt on litter sizei7as 
hybrid fei1s bôkOrósSed to pure race males produced 
a mean of 299 young per' litter (26 young), although the 
reciprbea]. bcic'opzoaiioed 346 young pèr1itr 
(43 young). 
Thehybrid. matings had a greater weaning sucoess 
840 of the 243 young born were an, whereas the pure 
race matings reared 69% of 523. The P2 matings reared 
61% of 238 young. The effect of these diff erences, 
measured as the number of juveniles produced pox' female 
at weaning age (3 weeks or a litfle over, depending on 
the size2 and apparent vigour, of the young) was 5.9 
for the hybrid matings, 3.1 for the intra race mating s, 
and 4e' 5 for the'2 matings. 
The distribution of litter sizes for matings withi 
races is shown in Figure 26. Pour was the commonest 
number of young, but litters with a greater number' were 
less frequent than those with fewé±'; young. The llttet'e 
that were argor thafl normal were more productive of 
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uve'iileS,at weaning age;: the optimum litter size may 
be near to;,  or even higher .thanp: the màxiini litter. 
site that was touna. .: The expectation of weaning 
improved with litter ize (Figure 27), up to about 6 
(from information on 525.young), The expectation of 
weaning for young which were P 1 hybrids (ii = 238) was 
higher, but was not affected so much by the size of the 
litter in which they were born. When adult, however, 
the P' hybrid animala were less, successful at rearing 
litters of more than five (Pigure 28 based on 761 off-
spring of pure race parents and 81 offspring of P1 
hybrids). 
(iii) Length of life 
The mean expectation of life of an Y. hybri d at 
weaning As 6 	, and anP2 hybrid 5 months , comparec 
with a moan of 8 months for individuals belonging to 
the uncrossed races. The mortality of animals after 
weaning is illustrated ii Figure 29. At birth the mean 
xpOcta'ioits of life are 5 9 ad 2 months,: respectively, 
for the Pl 	'2 hybrids, but 6 months for the pure 
race anim6vip i : 
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The significance of the differencoS in Inoit4lity 
curves has beon tested by the maximum likelihood method 
(see 'appendix A). The probability of an P 1 hybrid 
animal dying between one age Interval and the net is 
significantly greater than, t he probability that a 
member of one of the races of Olethrionontys will do so. 
The force of mortality acting on the F 2 Is slightly 
greater than that. on the 	yhr±da ('P 
Hybrids were more frequently noticed to be fighti 
than were other bank voles. This probably o6ntri1ited 
to their shorter expectation of life. Fighting was 
rarely sufficiently acute to have been recorded as the 
cause of death of ':a vole however. All cases in which 
Juvenile voles were recorded as having so died within 
A,. week of weaning Involved the hybrid offspring of 
skoinerensia females (Table 23). That suob deaths 
occurred more often when the skomereneis parent-'of' the 
hybrids was the female is significant (P less than .01)9 
The way that the cross had been made had no apparent 
effect on the expectation, at birth, of weaning among 
the skomerensie hybrids which were produced, 
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• B.. •iforxat1on on inot'tali,ty 
in wild opu1ations 
In order to estimate the effect of captivity on 
the fitness of bank voles it seemed worthwhile txying 
to make a ugh ôQrisôi of th 'life table in the 
laboratoxy with that in the wild conditions to which 
'voles have presumably becbmê adapted.. 
Th a small patch of woodland, in agricultura]. lanc 
at Wythani, near Oxford, intensiye live trapping for 
small mammals was carried out at two-month intervals 
between September 1948 and September 1952 (Si ou'tl her-nki 
wipub1ishe&). The interval between the first and the 
last time that each bank vole, first caught before 
September 1951, was trapped has been obtained from  theE  
data.,: The bank voles first caught during the'last 
year's trapping were omitted, because of thepossibili1 
that they were still living after the work had been 
discontinued. Not more than the last year's newcomers 
were left out because, from the data published by 
Tur'ek (1953), it seems clear that few bank voles live 
much more than a year (Figure 30). The distribution 
XMr, H, R. Southern has kindly given me access to his 
data on Olethionomy hioh were caught and recaptured 
during this survey0. 4e. is naturally, not responsible 
Thz any exôi'a in my  azaly$ie, or' wrong, conolusione 4() 
which I may have cOrn. 
O Weights is strikingly bimodal In the earlier part. 
of the brseding season, but the heavier weight ólasa, 
presumably representing the animals born in the ev 
year, has di5appéared by StembØ'. This Is COnfirmed 
by a study made in Scotland (Corbet unpub , 	lished), 
'From the weight of áiinals iheñ fIst 	ppCd it 
appears probable that most of the animals used were 
caught when young. The data are shown in Figure 31 in 
comparison with the frequency with which various ages 
were obtained by Cletbriononws in oaptivity. If the 
Cloth= ononwa in the wild died soon after they were 
last known to be alive, .t is dear that the fooe' of 
mortality is greater in the field than that imposed 
upon domestic bük voles. 
he 'Chance of a ole surviving from one tab-month 
period to'' the ie*t has been estimated as 054 b'
. 
the 
method given in appCidi.. ; this is significantly 
less than the probability of 0.78 estimated from the 
captIve material, 
Ioward (1949) found that less than one fifth of a 
population of Peronscus mnIculatus bairdii reached. 
sexual rnaturity aid he doubts if' axiy attain old age. 
S. 
Predati.on g and cold weather acoompàded ; hy a shortage 
Of food, appeared to he the prinopa1 óauaes of this 
high mortality, Blair (1948) estimates that the mean 
life span of this mouse is 488 .20,àLthough in 
captivity many survive for three. years of more • Under 
optimal conditions, in the laboratory, rodents commonly 
continue to live in age classes not known to be repre-
sented in the wild (Leslie and Banson1940, Leslie, 
Tener, Vizoso and Chitty )955). The death rate among 
small birds is well known toi be so high that evidence 
of senility (Medawar, 1952) in the, wild is lacking 
(Haldane 1953 b). This is probably tiO of smali 
mae alsO., 
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0. .DieOueeion, 
(1) 	8jn1ficanoe of litter. size 
As deaths of female Oletbl'joncnws were rare  during 
pregnanoy, or, while rearing young, it is surprising, at 
fiz'st'eight, that the mean litter size is much lees tba 
that 'bich was most productive0 The proximate deter-
mining factors are presumably physiological; what the 
ultimate 6igr4fiOanoe may be is suggested by çompàring 
the environmental pressure exerted on the captive 
animals, to which the figureS 	with that likely 
to have-been exerted on their zindei§torb in the wild. 
The selective value of various litter SiOSprObBbl3r 
varies from season to season and year to year (Ohitty 
.952). The néchaflisia determining the site of particu-
lar litters may not be geared to aspects of the ënviro 
mental situation which are correlated with its seleoti 
effect on litter size, as they are in short eared owls 
(Elton 1942 Lookie, unpublished).' At any rate the 
litter size at blt'th1 in captivity, is closely similar 
to the mean late fOetus number, of 4 al (with a maximum 
of 6,' in 70 late pregnancies) found for animals in the 
wild by Brambel). and Rowlands (1936) If the litter 
Size is stable to Snvronmèntal:fluctuations it would 
be expected ,• on grounds of evolutionary expediency, to 
approximate to that which lth OptImal in the wild (Lack 
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1948 a and b, 1954, 1956).. Food was available in 
abundnào in captivity, This may have increased the, 
óhanè, of large litters being reared auopessfuli and 
would - be expected to have lone so frOm the extensivo 
work on birds (Lack, bc. cit.). The longer breeding 
season of bank voles in captivity (Steven 1957a) than 
thatwhich has een recorded as normal in the wild 
(Baker 1930, Brambell and Row1ands1936) is in accordancE 
with this iiterretation as is the evidence (ré$nte& 
in this section) that the expectation of life is better 
in captivity0 
(ii) Inbreediik on islands and in oativity, 
Iiayr (1954) has argued that the colonization of 
island habitats involves adaptation to an increase in 
the rate of inbreeding. This is likely to make island 
races preadapted to captivity, in which inbreeding also 
occurs (Spuiway 195.. Prom the work qf Careon (1955 b: 'p 
it seems possible that marginal populations. are aLsO 
rnor adaptable than , the more genetically. specialized 
oentra3. populations. One is lead to predict t.at the 
mainland animals would be the least fit in the environ- 
ment of oaptivity, and that the animals fom• Skomer 
would do best0 Skomor has an area of about one square 
mile. Raasay is about thirty times this size, and 1l 
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three hundred times as large. The data on the races 
taken..eeparately, and particularly on hrtannioue, is 
not felt to be aeqe for a satisfactory test of thiel 
hypothesis, but it is suggestive that britannicus fexnal 
give birth to fewer young per year than the mean for 
all races (, less' than 05)', whereas ekomerensis had 
more offspring ( less than .001). 
(iii) Hybrid vigour and hybrid breakdown 
The effects of hybridization on the oomponents of 
fitness that are expressed early in the life of bank 
voles is different from that which it has on animals 
later in life. Hybrids are born in litters which  are, 
in general, larger than those of the parental races, 
and theyoung survive better to weaning age, but after 
this they have a lower expectation of living from one 
age group to the next, and are less successful at 
rearing large litters, 
Mayr (1942) considers that although hybridization 
indicates relationship, the fertility of the offspring 
does not indicate the degree of relationship. 2teri1it 
of hybrids between geographical races, of Cobitis taeni 
has been demonstrated by Miamori (1950), and yet Hubbe 
and Sthwn (1956) have found the hybridé bêtwèen two 
sympatric species of fish to be as fertile as the 
r 
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parental types, and hybrids among species and geitôrà. 
of the - EtiOstöxninae. to show heterosis for viability 
(16 57'' a). The differences in criteria used to classify 
roupe of animals makes this result difficult to inter-
pret. Working with local populations of Drosophila 
pseudoobscura, Vetukhiv finds that the viability (1953) 
and fecundity (1956) of P1 hybrids is improved, but 
that hybrid breakdown follows in eubsequent generations; 
and that this transient heterosis i8 not found when 
geographically remote, or isolated, populations are ............................................... 
crossed0 Liu's (1953) data on prenatal mortality'.in 
Perpmysous show a higher foetal death rate in species 
hybrids than in their , parental races, but, although he 
a.oes not himself,  conclude this, intra-uterine heterosia 
in sub-specific hybrids, 
Maynard Smith, Olarke and Hollingsworth (1955) 
argue that both ezoessive inbreeding and distant out.-. 
crossing may lead, 	 al to a breakdown of development 
homeostasis. It is well known that inbreeding usually 
leads to a decrease in fertility and vigour (Reeve 
1957). The situation described in Olethrionornys suggest 
that the optimum dogree'of outbreeding may vary during 
the process of individual development. This may be due 
to a change, during ontogeny, in the eensitivityof an 
animal to the. to oonfliètin results whiCh fU:ot.-. 
ding. 
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PirStly heterozygosity is increa0d.0 This will 
tend to result in the masking of deleterious or lethal 
genee.o which are usually recessive in thO natural pópw-
latione n which they are known to be óomon(See; 
Zimmerman 1941 for 0lethiononws, Dobzhana1r, Holz and. 
Spaasky 1942 for osoi,hila, and Penrose 1957 for man), 
by the relatively dominant sileles which are normally 
more frequent in a species (Haldane 1930, 1939).. In só 
far as each allele of a heterozygous pair produôes its 
product independantly, it te becoming generally acept 
(Robertson and Reeve 1952) that the biochemical d.ivérs 
resulting frQm this is likely to be associated with E, 
versatile phenotype. Some beterozygotes can however, 
synthesize substances not found in either honiozygote 
(Wurmse.ret a1 1953, Miller 1956).. This is disàussed. 
by Haldane (1955)9 aM has been investigated by Maynard 
Smith (1956) who finds that hybrids between inbred line 
have a. greater capacity fot regualtion during dei . elop-
ment than, do ixibred :animals . . 
Secondly, the crossing of populations results in 
the disbanding of different groups of genes, which 
accumulated in each population during evolution because 
they often led to the development of fit individualse 
ThO great variability Of the P1 hybrids between 
Ethiostpma steotabile and Percina ca3,rod.es (Hubba arid 
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3tawn 1957b) may be due to brealdown of such cadapted 
3ysteme. Interactions between a3i.eles, leading to tO 
3uppr6ssion of unfavourable: traits, is one way that 
leloterious miitantaxnay have bécöme recessive in they 
ourse of repeated appearance in a population (Fisher 
L928). These may express themselves when tiiegeno 
background is ohanged. 
The distinction-which has been made here is  
similar to that of t)obzhansky (1950), who termed' the 
adaptively acquired aspects of hybrid vigour,.ethetero* 
sis; and phenotypic inóréaaes in size, or some other 
trait, in heterozygotea, which can not be ascribed to 
the work of natural selection 9 luxurianc-e 
Some evdenoe has been presented here that hybrids 
may resemble neither parental race, nor be intermediate 
between thórn0 The most striking examples are the lack 
of dieorimnAtion.by hybrid males between pOtential 
mates, and-the abSence of a short term activity rhythm 
in hybrids. Tebb and Thoday (1956) have shown that the 
females of two strains Of Drosophila both prefer males 
marked by one of a pair of alleles,, but that their 
bybridS prefer males with the aitOrnative allele. Few 
Comparable results have been repOrted. A possible 
explanation of this is that most of the rather small 
number of studies which have been made sought behaviour 
characters detenined in a simple Mendelian way. There 
is no evidence that the behavioural novelties which 
have been reported are of selective advantage to th 
bybrida in which they were Oie 
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rena (1941) describes hw the SSXUál aciting 
behaviour of a female rpca aibUatrix z Anas 
nchos hybrid ôI.OSely resembled that of 
Cule1asmue streera, although the rest of its behav-
loural repertoire did not. Poulsen (1950) states that 
a hybrid between a domestic duck and goose has morpho... 
logical and etbO1ogid1 characteristics of bOth pàz'ents 
but is sterile. This may be due to a change in the 
response to hormones, as specifically sexual behaviour 
p could not be induced, even when injections were given 
that wore known to be effective in producing sexual 
activity of immature, or, castrated, normal birds. 
Spurway (1953) reports that P 2 hybris between sub. 
species of newts form a rigid peck order, that is not 
.2. 64nd in either parent, if more than four individuals 
are kept in one tank, and that this impairs the normal 
eve1opment of the subordinate individuals. On the 
other hand Clarke, Arenson and Gordon (1954), studying 
the hybrids between XiDbophorus inaculatus and X. hellori 
mve found intermediate behaviour in the P 1 for 
characters distinguishing th >e species. Similar results 
were obtained by RiMe (1956L)  working on Caz'dueline 
irich inter-species P 1  hybrids, and are general in bird'E 
(RiMe pç. cit). He concludes from the similarity of 
the hyb'ids °' 	:a0t5 whi ,'do not differ between 
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the parental Species, that these featui'eS depend on 
similar hereditary factors. He says that if the 
eimila1ity were superficial (I .e that the' ch8.raótors 
were not: homologous, 'see below) then ybid• breakdown 
in. cOmplex responsé• would be epeted. 'Prom the inter 
mediate béhaviotrof speoific chaote't±'Oa in hybrids 
he, conclude's that the differences  are due'tb.mUitiple 
genes with similar ffdot , this he cOnOlde±1s •evidence 
for the adaptive origin of the characters. W1'en the 
species differ widely the hybrids show evidence of 
dominance, ór , ofb'reàkdowno 	" 
It is suggeeted that th later devélopmentai. stage . 
particularly when social interactions between individuals 
become. Important are most sensitive to the disruption 
of co-adapted systems which is one result of crossing 
between relatively ioIated populations. If the adaptive 
significance of a 'pieoe Of behaviour lie's In the specific 
response it induces in another individual, then any large 
change in it is likely to prove disadvantageous, even if 
it would be of advantage were it performed in the presertoe 
Of 'an audience 'of another species'i similarly',, it seems: 
probable that the recently evolved characters, distin-
gniehing '.opu1atious which are" suffio'eñt1y closely 
related ibr viable bybr±d 'to be prOduOed between .them 
are the ones most likely to undergo hybrid breakdown. 
This argument is a corollary of that used by 	 . 	 S. 
HIMe (1956b) in support o the use' of motor patterns 
as indicators of' ' the: . historical affinity of groups of 
aninzals l.Z He says "With complex behaviour wbich is 
similar' In the parent species, the whole organization of  
motor ,  patterns and associated motivational, conditions 
likely to depend on basically similar hereditary fad ore  
1 	
1 
KLorenz (1941) has used similarity of the formof move. 
nents as evidence for the common ancestry of tie animL 
showing them; 'and this method has been generally 
accepted a6l,  valid. 'Lorenz argues that display movements 
ire conservative features inevolution. Independent 
videnoe in support of this is lacking. Bleat (in press) 
3bows that convergence has been important in the 
?volution of protective displays in the Saturniidae 1' ) 
aber,  (1953) baa shown that, although most of a group 
)f the Orthoptera produce two types of song, by stridu. 
Lating a tympanic memrane with the hinde legs, one' 
;pod , es produces the same song patterns by movements of 
he maridibles. Although the hind legs do move at these 
Am" they do not cause the sound. production. Less 
asi1y observed differences in the development of 
ehaviour are likely to be missed. This suggests that 
he genetical. control of homologous structures may 
ecome changed (Haz'land 1933, Spurway 1949); that 
o related animals may develop a character, which they 
hare with their common ancestor, in different ways. 
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'in each ease. If the similarity were orly superficial 
(i.e. characters not homologous), then the complex 
I 
meohanism leading from stimulus to response wuld be 
likely to break down in the bybri0.'. 
If this argument is valid, one can expect some of 
the differences in behaviour between hybrids and , bank 
voles belonging to a pure race, to be related to the 
higher death rate Of the former. This difference in 
death rate is probably minimized by the hybrids being 
maintained in captivity, where the force of mortality 
has been shown to be less severe than that to which 
they would be subject in the wild state. For instance, 
the lack of regularity in the distribution of activity 
in hybrids may be associated with :i.1l coordinated I 
behaviour. The lack, in hybrid males, of olfactoxy 
discrimination between potential mates, would probably 
reduce the fitness of hybrids in natural conditions, 
It is unlikely that such highly specific behaviour 
would have developed in all the populations which were 
tested unless it had selective value. The increased 
tendency of hybrids to fight would probably be die.. 
advantgeous in most environments. Tinbergen (151, 
p.177) has a**rgued cogently that ritualization of 
aggressive behaviour is of selective advantagd to 
individuals n a group. 
• 	 •• 	( 
The tendency for genetLo interactions, which 
,±tte 	the ontogèxr of óhàaoters, to •b$iown In.. 
brbridi has been disóussed. It is. 1±kely that hybrid 
offspring will be influenced differently by traditional 
factors also. As well as being less aggressive, 
diomer6nbitv individuals did not show either of the sub.. 
mission signals found. .n other voles. ifybrid off spring 
of skomerensis mothers tendd to die at weaning ago as 
a result of fighting among themselves. The reciprocal 
cross 3.od to less fighting  and no deaths. It is 
suggested that the development of submissive 'response: s 
depends onspecific behaviour, by the mother (Godfrey, 
in press). 
Villa GENERA1 DISCUSSION 
Recent European work On behaviour, which was 
reviewed by Tinbergen in 1951p has been concerned 
chiefly with instinct, and ±t seems wox'thwhile to outlix 
briefly some of the problems associated with the use of 
this term. No attempt will be made here to summarize 
the literature s the views of workers in this field on 
a number of Crucial issues are currently Changing. 
'Instinct' is almost always used so as to imply at 
one of the following ideas 9 the first of which is des 
oxiptve, and the others to do with causation on three 
different time scales. 	: 
a-instinct. Instincts are behaviour patterns 
common to a group of animals. ALe animals in natural 
populations grow up In different circumstances, and are 
not genetically uniform,. this implies that instincts 
are stable to the normal range of genetical and Onviron.i 
mental variation. Variations in behaviour in response 
to age or sex are not however excluded., An a-instincti, 
movement is a fixed action pattern or Erbkoordination 
,(Thorpe. 1956) 	Spurway (1955a) quotes James (1890) as 
saying "Instincts are the functional correlatives of 
structure"., Lorenz (1955) makes what is essentially 
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the same point. It is this which renders Instincts 
suitable as taxonomic characters (Lorenz 1941). 
The apparent precision with which behaviour patt 
may be adapted to the peculiar conditions Of an aithnal's 
life is not easy to account for by the past accuthtz]at 
of mutants which modified favourably the form which was 
taken by the equivalent beaiou in the aimale" proger, 
itox's. This is the diffi*oulty , pointed out so forcibly 
by LaxuirkianS, that a small stfp, *h±ch can be seen in 
retrospect to have been towards an obviously favourable 
end, may be of little or no selective advantage to the 
animals exhibiting it. Environmentally controlled 
differences in behavjourfrom ?elated animals may be 
of advantage to an individual • That is, learning may 
increase this individual's fitness. It is easy to see 
what advantage would be a gone increasing, .if only 
slightly, an individuals chance of carrying out this 
learning process. As suggested by Waddington for oom-
parable morphological situations a gen000py Of the 
developmentalprocess may occur: a less stringent set 
of environmental circumstances may become necessary. 
If this happens, a previously learned behaviour pattern 
may become a-instinctive in the sense that the cónditio 
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whloh, are normally encountered during ontogey by a 
group of animals may allow the development of the 
behaviour in question. It will then be a matter for 
experiment to inhibit the appearance of the behaviour. 
It can be investigated experimentally just how stable 
-instinote are. Lizards normally have a twenty four 
hourly rhythm of activity. Hoffmann (1955) has shown 
that this behaviour appears in an approximately normal 
form even if the newly hatched young are reared in 
constant light or in constant darkness. It is probable 
that, if they were reared under cyclical illumination 
with a different periodicity to natural daylight, an 
abnomal rhythm corresponding to the experimental one 
wOuld develop, 	S 
3-instinot, A number of terms to do with the orig 1, 
of behaviour patterns during the life history of an 
animal, such as 'innate', 'genetically determined', 
'unlearned', 'inborn' and 'inherited' are applied to 
instinct. 'Those are often difficult to understand, 
and for the sake of clarity they are all taken to be 
ooextensie. An example may help. 
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In his recent book on learning and instinct in 
animals, Thorpe (1956) reviews much of the work on the 
development of behaviour in manma1s, His own view is 
that the pragmatic test for: inStnct in this order is 
the Kaspar Hauser experiment. He says (p.397): 
"Experiments upon the white rat have also provided a 
good deal of evidence about other instinctive behaviour 
patterns 'Hoarding 	that is, rotreiving into the 
cage or into a known territory and there, if possible, 
hiding food in excess of immediate needs clearly has 
an innate basis in the rat, since no tuition from 
parents or elders is. necessary to bring about it 
apperazice (Wolfe 1939).,." The use of this criterion.is 
unsatisfactory from two points of view. Pirstly, this 
saèe is not in ado 'Lance. t11 the disóuselon and 
definition of instinct given earlier in his work The 
second consideration is far more serious; one of the 
factors of-ten taken into consideration in defining 
InstInctive. behaviour is whother' learning can be demons 
ted to be important in Its ontogeny, Hébb (1953), Omon 
Qths',. has pointed out how unsatisfactory is the use 
of 
 
this concept. It is not possible to design an oxper 
merit to exclude the possibility that learning is 
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necessary for the development of a piece of béhavióu. 
The most subtle work along those lines has ieilly 
found that aspects of the envirorunent, which would not 
be. 
have been thought, a priori, to.mportant, were so. 
Even if it were to be accepted that a condition fOr 
designating behaviour as instinctive is that it be 
unlearned 9 the Kaspar Hauser experiment would be incon-
clusive, The tearing . of indivIduals In isolation from 
other members of the species can be expected toeliminal 
the development of traditions, which form only one 
category of learTed behavIour. 	. 	. 
Variability in most complex characters, such as 
temperament or Intelligence, is due, as pointed out by 
Penrose (1954) for humans, to the interaction of the 
environment with a variety of genetloal influences; a 
complex in which the components are very diffiOult to 
separate. It may be more profitable at the present 
state of 1iowledge to give an accOunt of what behaviour 
ohangee follow genetically understood events,, euclas 
gene substitution (Bastock 1956) 0 hybridization, or 
inbreeding, that to try to analyse the part inheritano€ 
plays in the developmental causation of bartiqulat. 
behaviour ttë 	T 	LTô Kaspar Hause nd. 
litter exchange experiments is that they allow the 
investigation of the part which tradition plays in the 
development of differenoes between animals. 
It is possible to investigate what effect differ-
enOOs in the environment produCe on the devélopnierrt of 
behaviour in otherwise similar animals; that is, what 
part learning plays. Similarly, one can hope to invest 
gate what effect genètioal differenCes between related 
individuals has in ontogeny. Unless there is consider-
able- variation for a behaviour pattern within a popula-
tion (that is, It is not an w.±nstjnct) one cannot make 
an experiment to show whether or not it is a -instinct 
y-instinot. Instincts are often said to be 
purposeful or. directive. If they have resulted from 
the action of natural selection on a lineage of animals 
in a relatively stable environment it is not surprisirg 
that instincts are adaptive. (DObZhans1 1956) in the 
sense of increasing the fitneas:from an hi6torioal 
point of view., Of individuals expressing the character. 
It is not a property by which a group of actions can 
be conveniently recognised as so many properties of 
animals are adaptive.' 
ôinstin$. The concept of ôinatinOt is 
with motivation, and presents some of the most complex 
problems of behaviour It will be Considered only 
briefly here as voles do not seem to be particularly 
favourable material for its analysis. The factors 
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which are considered inunediate3.y responsible for the 
occurrence of an item of behaviour are sometimes used 
as criteria for instinotivonesa. Thorpe (1956) die-
tinguiehee instincts from reflexes by the former being 
internally motivated; being due, that is, to internal 
or instinctive drive. By internal drive he means (p.14 
the complez of intei'nal states and stimuli leading to a 
given behaviour, If it is remembered that all behaviou 
is a physiological process, then the last part of the 
causal chain leading to the behaviour which one observei 
Is clearly internal'. Internal drive cannot therefore 
be used to distinguish one category of behaviour from 
another. Although the proximate causation of behaviour 
is the concern of neuro—physiologis.ts', it can, also be 
investigated by other methods. Ethologists and payoholc 
gist's have described models which they consider would 
generate behaviour resembling,. in some critical respect 
that of the organisms which they have observed (Lorenz 
1950. These anaiogues are useful in so far as they 
suggest what properties of the system (such as reactive 
inhjbition), which can be investigated by other methods 
must underlie observable behaviour (Wells and Wells 195 
.. 	. 	. 
Me polytypic genus Olethrion2me is-particularly suitab 
eor the investigation of two sort of problem. Firstly, 
Le 
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the bank vole races which have been discussed here show 
ainatincts which they do nOt. share with one another. 
Reed, Williams and 'ChadwIck (1942) have described a 
similar situation in Drosophila pseudoobsoua, which 
has races and lOcal populations each characterized by .a 
differeiit wing beat frequency. The fate which these. , ' 
a.-instincts Would have under obgOd conditions of na 
selection depends on their developmental physiology. 
appearance of the instincts of bank voles, but not' of 
Drosophila, could be due to tradition. It might be 
thought that the behaviour of hybrids could be used to 
decide whether or not this is so:. As it was found "that 
-there is a clear' cut maternal effect in 'the inheritance 
of submission postures, it was suggested that they are 
traditional.' This method IS only useful however where 
'a character is simply inherited (whether the difference 
in question is genetical or due to learning is not 
important). Where hybrids' differ from either parent th 
coulthbe due to a direct effect of heterozygocit on'' 
gene expressIon, or to an indirect effect of it on sue-
aeptibility toleaxiing, or' a1ternatively to confusion 
resulting from the abnormal environment of the animals.,. 
In order to find out how important the behaviour of its 
parents and sIblings is to a maturing bank vole, it 
H 
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would be necessary to reciprocally exóhange Whole and 
part litters at birth between parents of one race and 
those of another, and to study the resulting animals. 
Suitable charaotet'e to observe would be racial recogn 
tion, rhythmic behaviour, and those individual and 
social behaviour patterns which differ in occurrence, 
or frequency of occurrence, between the races. 
The second process which might well be investiga 
with the use of Clethrionoxnys is the selective improv 
merit of a reproductive barrier between two syrnpat,io 
populations.. 
The sexual isolation between the local races of 
03,ptlirionorxivs has, with the possible exception of that 
between the britarmicue from Kintyre arid those from 
Edinbu.rgh 2 presumably arisen since they were lisolated 
geographically from one another. This rovides direct 
support for the theory due to Muller (109,' . .1942) that 
sexual isolation is initiated by selectiOn forthe 
pleotropic efföcts Of gOnee which modify sexual behavic 
•Bastook (1956) has clearly shown that the mutation 
causing yellow body colour in Drosohila melanogaster 
alsO leads, in males, to abnormally short and infreq.uer 
bursts of wing vibration during courtship, and to a 
lack of success in fertilizing normal femaleS,o . As she 
0 
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points outp this gene àubetitutiou' parallels in' ±ta 
effects the differences in behaviour patterns which 
have been shown to distinguish closely related species 
of Drosophila (Sp±etb 1941, 1949), and provides a means 
wbreb. Systematic changes in mating behaviour may 
become established in isolated populations. 
Similarly, Waddington, Woolf and Pezry' (1954) find 
that habitat preferences vary in response to gene sub-
stitutioris which were selected for their morphological 
effects. Variability fOr factors of this eOrt is 
probably widespread in natural populations (Kitigbtp' 
Robertson and Waddington 19504 The isolation of popu 
latiOna by distance, by soolOgical oholce, and by e 
preference will tend to evolve together..' Brown and 
Wilson '(1956) Suggest the term "ecOlogical displacement 
for the selection of genetic variants which reduce 
ecological competition.., Gause (1932) gave' reasOns to 
suppose that only species which do not 'Oopete, at 
least at some critical phase, can coexist indefinitely. 
Support for this has come from work On Drosophila 
•(Merrol 1951), on graminivorous insects (Orombie 19400 
and on birds (hack 1944a, 1944b, 1945). it is probably 
because ec6logical,specialimition cannot normally be 
maintained among conspeciflc individuals in the same 
.121 
lOcality 9 that competition and aggression are often 
found between members:. Of the. same apeoes. 
Vaurle (1950) describes bow Sitta neumayer,the rooli 
nuthatches of Southern Europe and Asia Minor, are 
morphologically distinguished.-from the closely related 
Sitta tephronata of Central Asia merely by a difference 
in size; but how, in the Middle East, where the speoieE 
overlap, much more striking differences are found. Here 
the species are distinct in bill length (which suggests 
oco]og±oal divergence ),. :nd the, facial stripe found in 
each species elsewhere is lost in S. neumayer but broad 
and conspicuous in S. tephronata. Although no field 
study has yet been made of these birds, it seems likely 
that this mark 15 Important in the speciesrecognition 
which underlies their reproductive isolation, It was 
presumably facts of this sort which led Dobzhansky(1951 
to emphasise more than did Ii].1er (19390 1942) the 
importance of natural selection in the origin of sexual 
isolation. He considered that isolation did not normall 
arise until Insiplent species, which had diverged when 
geographically separated, occupied the same locality 
once more, and "produced hybrids. which were less fit then' 
either parental races. Rendel (1945) and Koopman (1950) 
have demonstrated how susoeptable is reproductive 
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i-oolation to th, action of qeledtion6 - ' ­ The- development. 
of this isolation may'b'e otab1 to er'ironznenta1 change• 
as in that between Drosophila pseudoobsoura and 
D. pereimilie (Mayr 1946) 9 or it may be readily modified 
by experience, as in that between strains of.  
reticulatus (Haskins 1950). 
Theeffeot of the racial discrimination which has 
been found among geographical races of Clethrionomys 
could be investigated In substáncially natural oónditioi 
using experimental poiu1atione of two races pt to-. 
gether on an island not already oocupledbymérnbers of 
the genus. At present the main unfulfilled requirement 
in bank voles is a satisfactory marker for distinguishii 
certainly between members of the races and their hybrith 
Although there is disagreement about how speôiatlon 
occurs, it is now generally held that It has a crucial 
phase of short duration (Dobzhansky 1951, Spurway 1953) 
This may be one of the few natural situations where 
directive''selection (see VII, 1) rivals In strength 
that exerted commonly in captivity (Haldane 1954. As 
the inter-racial hybrids of 01ethrionomys would probabl3 
be at considerable selective disadvantage in the wild 
compared with either of their parental races (VII, 34 
It is possible that 'progress towards reproductive isola-
tion could be observed. 
IX.. SUIVIIVIARY 
. Bank vole races from the mainland Of. Great Britain 
those from the islands of Easay, i11 and Skomer ar 
phologically distinct, but will interbreed if given. 
choice of mate, yielding fertile bybz'ids 
•' Members of each race were found to have a oharaoter-
etlo range of behaviour patterns which differed from 
hat of the other races, 
. Geographical differences in rhythmic, behaviour were 
ound, both in the distribution of activity between day 
ad night, and in the number of short term cycles' dun 
he twenty-tour hour period.'. 
The frequencies with which a vole occupied its 
te nest boxi and defended it against intruders, 
re used as criteria for territoriality- t Skomar voles 
found to be  markedly less territorial- than. the 
Others. Cues 'from inside the cage, and from the nest 
itself,, were lees important than those frOm outside the 
cage in the recognition by a vole of its home site. 
50 in small communities of voles from the Same popula-
tion there was a tendency for the members, espedially it  
female, to be found In groups more frequOntly than would 
be expected by chance. : , This is considered to demonatra 
gregariousness. Social groups consistingof a male and 
a female from the mainland and another pair from one of 
the island populations were less gregarious. The oonst-
tution of associations showed racial segregation.. Male 
Raaeay and Mull o but not from Skomer, were usually 
found in associations excluding the mainland male. 
Olfactory cues were sufficient for this:,'-racial discrimi- 
nation. 
The scent of female 01ehriononzvs was found to be 
sufficient for. them to be re:cognised, b males, as fernalep 
Male Olethrionom.ys approach females whO originated 
from the Same locality' in preference to others. 
• '8. 	No' evidence 'was fouM that y'brlO. maies aisorim.na 
between pótSñtiál mates. 
9 , 	Male bank voles inseminate females of the came race 
more frequently than alternative mates. 
0. 	A. partially isolated group of bank toles were found 
'to be larger and more variable than thoáe from other 
parts of the mainland0 •.., .,'. 
• 1." MatIngs made between rues gave rise to more fre 
quent and larger litters-..,The young produced had a 
• 	 . 	
. cd 
higher expectation of weaning tbanLpure  race babies. 
The 'hybrids were less - successful at rearing large litto: 
12. 	At' all ages after weaning hybrids had a lower expec 
tation of life than pure bred 'animals.' 
•, Reasons are given to suppose that'tbis 
would be more marked in wild conditions ?  
140 0. skothereng individuals did not show either of 
the-submission signals found in other voles ?', Iybzid, 
offspring of skomerensi mothers tended to die at wea 
lug age as 'a result of fighting among themselves, but 
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Table 1 	Collections of C1ethrion2ys uee or the 
afloestors of iaborato4 bretenimals used 
Name. Looaii.t*' Year, 
britannious Borthwick, Ratho 1949 10 
d1nburgb. Bush Estate, Mldlothiafl . 1953 . 	16 
Blaokford Bill, Edinburgh , _ 1954 7 
Morton Hail, Edinburgh 19j 12 
britannicue Carrateie, Arg71ehire l95 10 
Kinro Corr, adalo, Argylahire 1956 13 
britannious Hampshire 1954 3 
1iew Forest 
. 




pros Raaee 1949) 
Raaeay 	. 	. 	. 1952) 
Raaea7 1954 19 
aistonl Mull 	 . 1.949 . 	3 
• MUll . 	':, 	 . 2950 30 
Mull 	 .• 1955 16 
Mull . 1956, •. 	8 






noi'vegicus Bergen peninsula 1952. approx.12 
rutilus Roata, Nr. Trome$ 1953 17 
rufocanus Roata,Nr. ¶Irome$ 	•• l93 2 
	
Table 	. 
Test of the significance of some differences between groups of ClIethrionomys in the 
frequency of occurrence of a particular rating for handling ability (se text, and fig. 2 ) 
• 	 •.•' 
 
Type of vole Compared with For the rating number 
Probabi1ity 
the di 	erence 
chance 








britannious, from .. brltannióue from . <0001 
Kintyre Edinburgh 
erica the rest 	 • 4 Pol 
aletoni the rest 1 <.001 
aletoni 	 • skomerensis194 1 • >.900 
stock 
skornerensis other than skomerensis 1 <.001 
old sto.k . 	 . 	 • 
• 
skomerensis 194 ekomerensis old • 	1 <.001 
stock stock 
britannious x • pure races 	 . • 4 • • <.001 
skomerensis • 	 • 	 •. 
hybrids 	., 	 • • 	 • 	 • • 	 • 
britannious x • 	pure races 	• 	 • 4 
. 	<.001 
• 	aistoni 	• • 	 . 
hybrids • 	 • 
britannious x britannious x 4 <.100 
hybrids: 	. hybrids 
Table 3 	To show the reaction, of voles to the lids 
-' 	of their respective cages being opened 
Animal FLIGHT REACTION 










44 .0 7 
erica 5 14 
0 .21 0 
4 18 
'4 '10' 7 '3 
aletoni 1 20 2 2 
2 .' 4 1.. 









3 26 o 
4. 23 1 2 
Not Caught Caught 
bri tenni cue 16 7 
ekouierensis I 12 
britannicue x skouierensis 2 
britanni.ous x aIston 31 
Table 4 
The entry of Longworth traps by Cletlirionomys in captivity 
Table • 
	
I. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR RHYTHMIC BEHAVIOUR IN 28 CLETHRIONOMYS 
4. G!OUPS SEPARATELY 
Group 
Mean No. mine. with an 




error of mean 
Dawn Day Dusk I 
brita.nnicu.s Kintyre p9.2 64.2 94.6 87.6 10ii6 
britannious New Forest 37.7 23.7 28.3 2.0 11.3 3.3 
britannioua Edinburgh 78.8 77.8 0448 134.6 - 1907 
erica 32.0 310 58  0 5 - 8.1 
alatoni 108.6 94.4 117.8 113.8 - 
skomerensis 113.0 117.0 122.0 109.0 - 27.3 
norvegicue 133.0 88.0 129.0 129.0 - 21.3 
rutilus 130.0 113.0 112.0 77.0 - 22.3 
ru.fooanus 68.0 48.0 64.0 106.0 - 24,6 
Hybrids  83.7 4.O 78.0 120.3 40.3 11.6 
*Least a gnifi cant...difterence. (%) Or those . groups in * i.oh - signifIcant 
differences exist. 
Table 	II. ANALYSIS CP VARIANCE VCR RHYTHMIC 
BEHAVIOUR IN 28 CLETHRIONOMYS 
B. ALL GROUPS (1) 
Between groups 
d, f. a.s. .m•.s. _____ 
9 7O 8168 7 
Between animals 18 53039 2947 
witi 	groups  
Betweem.eaiinais 27 i2648• 
Between periods 3 1918 5306 5.60** 
Groups z periods 27 1 6973 629 
Aiina]s wit&Li
apesieo x period 
.54 1l4 947 
Total 111. 210384 
Key: d.f.. = degrees of freedom 
e.G. = sum of squares 
m.s. = mesa square * 	.igifiaa*àe1eve1 
= ]4' sigifi•sanee level 
Table 5 	II, ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FCR RHYTHMIC 
BEHAVIOUR: IN, 28 CLETHRIONOMYS 
B. ALL GROUPS 
•(ii) Differenee between group moe*e 
Group 1ea* 	$a*rd 	Ntimber of 
error obaerv'stioa 
ritanaius Zi*tre 76.4 121 20 
britannisus New sorest 3.4 1.7 12 
britennious Edinburgh 99.0 12.1 20 
eries 45.8 19.2 8 
.alstoni 1.08.6 12.1 20 
skomerensia 115.2 19,2 8 
.uOregicuf 	. 119.8 . 	 27.1 4 
rutilus 108.0 27.1 4 
rufoosnus 	. . 71.5 27.1 . 	 4 
Hybrids. 	.' 81.8. . 1 .7 12 
Table of least significant eiférenoe ( ,5) 
No. of, 	20 
No . of observations in., INFIRM mean 
.20 	12 	.8 	.. 	4 
. 36.o 41.6 . 	 47.7 62.4 
obaezationa 12 41.6 . 	 46.7 52.2 65.8 
in the 	8 47.7 52.2 57,0 . 	 69.8 
second mean 	4 .62.4 65.8 69.8 80.5 
.Pable 5. ii., ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR REYTHMIO 
BEHAVIOUR in 28 CLETBRIONOMYS 
Al.. ALL GROUPS 
(iii) Difference between period means 
mean Standard .error 
Dawn 810 .8: 
69.1 
DUsk 901 
Night 101.6.. . 
Table 6 Number of minutes during which named behaviour 
patterns were observed., in eight hour-periode, for several 
races of Clethrionomys 
Name of behaviour 
britanniôüi erica aistoni 
_____  skomerensis 
TOTAL 
R V R V R V R V Re Vs 
Chase away from nest 46 9 31 13 18 4 11 1 106 27 























Lunge . 12 2 14 0 5 0 20 33 2 
Hunched submission 0 0 0 21 0 3 0 0 0 24 
Rigid submission 1 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 
R = Residentmale 
V = Visiting male 
AN. i B TotaL  Groups_of _arfm9ls found together. in 1the momiri 
Xb äB Aab ABb äW Ab Aa AB Ab ab Bb none day 
records Bb and - and ab aB  
45 39 2 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
e e 46 14 3 8 0 0 8 0 1 2 0 0 0 7 0 3 
25 16 2 0 3 0 1 0 0 0'O 0 0 1 0 2 
51 U 1 2 215 1 0 4 2 1 1 3 2 51 
0: 167 80 8 10 5 19 10 0 5 4 1 1 3 10 5 6 
B 167 2.6 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 15.7 15.7 15.7 15.7 15.7 15.7 15.7 
Showing the total number of times particular types of association were found, and the 
expectation of these categories on chnce grounds. A male and female are arbitrarily 
designated as A (male) and a (fem r ale), o as B (male) and b (female). 
key: b = britaimicus 
= erica 
a = alstorii 
a 8komereñis 
observed 
B = expected 
.Groupe._of ___aziiil a found topetlier  
.AaBb AáB 4ab AA h' •.Aa 9 , A87 Ab, AB Ab ab Bb none day 
recorda and and and 
• Bb  
3.64 4 1 0 315 13 0 3 17 6 8 13 16 46 19 
54 18 0 2 0 7 4 2 3 10 0 0 5 0 3 0 
ba 79.. 23 0 6.11 2 5 6 1. 0 5 4 
0 297 45; 1 : 5. 3. 28 28 4 U 33 7 8 23 	.20 : 61 	.: 20 
297. 4.6 13.9 13.9 13.9 13.9 13.9 13.9 i3.9 27.8 27.8 .27.8 27.8 27.8 27.8. 27.8 
Table 8(i) OLFACTORY CHOICE EXPERIMENTS, SERIESA. 
The response of a male given the choi ce of a fenale Of his own 
race (Female "A") and. a female of another race (Female "B") 
Male making britaunicus 51 aletoni 102 alatoni 240/31 aletofli 240/311 
the choice 
Female 
____ ____  
britannicus 25ô/4O7 alstoni 240/313 àlstoni 240fl02o aletoni 2407302o 
_____________ 
eriOa:227/2a Female britanilious': b3 skomerensis. 252/31 skomerefleis 252/315 
Trial 
Number 
Ohoioe. 	: 	 Time 
"A" 	"B" before 
choice. 	iine 
"A' 	"W1' before 
Choice 	ime 
"A" 	"B" before 
Choice: 	Time 
"A" ; 	"B'1 before 
choice choice choice choice 
made made rnad.e .• 	 made  
in mine  in mine  in mine __________ 	in mine 
1 + 2 + 22 + 90+37 + 10 



















5. + . 	H. 	5 .'.+ 5 •..~ 8 + 6 . 















9 + 1 + + 13 
+ 
10 + 20 + 22 + 6 6 
+ 
11 + 16 + 1 + + 





. 1.  
+ 
1 + 21 13 
14 
+ 
+ 1 + 4' : 44 
5 + . 	1 	.1 + 4 + . 	36 . .... 	.+• I • 	16. + F .+ 	. i .+ 	.. . + . 
1 7 6 + . 1 . + .18. + 
 
18 + . 	2 . 	. 18'  ..  .4 19 + '* : 5 . . 	 + +. 
20 + 14. + , :1.... + •2..+ .. 
21 + 18 + 1 — + 2 + 2 





1• 24 + 	. 	. 1 +' '   + 1 
25 - + 3 +. -, 
TOTAL 19 	6 2h, 6U 20 	5 3h.403 13 	12 1b.3O*i3] 
. 
16 	9 lh.30+]hAB 
Table 8 (ii) OLFACTORY CHOICE EXPERIMTS,, SERIES As .(cont'd) 
• The response of 'a male given the choice of. a female of his 
race (Female "A 0 ) and  female of another race (Female "B") 
• :1 
Male making aistoni 724673U alstoni 102 ekomereneis 239139i ekomerefleis 239/303 
the_choice 





skomerensis 252/315 rutilus 2)1 britannious 25b/407 britanflious 256/407 
Trial . Choice 	Time • Ohoioe - 	Time Time • 	. • 	Choice . 
	Time 
Number "A" 	"s" before "A" 	157 before "A" 	"B" 	before "A" 	".B" before 
choice choice choice choice 
• made made • 	• 	• 	made 	• . 	made 
in ruins  in mine  in ruins  in mine 
















+ 	 • 
4 + 25 + 5 + 21 + 1 1 
+ + 1 + 4 + 
6. + • . 	.2 . 	+ 	
• 
1.9 +. 1 
9 
+. 	. 	.. 
.7. + '7 +• .2 















+ 22 + 7 + 11 + 25 
+ • 	3 ..,.•+ • : 3 + 2 .• 





1 + : 	• * . 
13 + 6 .+ •• 
14 	. +• . 	2'.+ '.1 + 
+• 
1 
15 + * + 1 + •* 
+ 
+ 
16 + + 12 + 1 
17 + 3 + * + * 
+ 
8.. 

















+ . 2. * 3 




22 + 6 + 9 
+ 
+ 6 










+ 1 + + 
TOTALS 19 	6 lh.30+2h.12 17 	8 lh.49* 13 	
12 2h.15 23 	2 2h.394' 
Table 8 (iii) OLFACTORY CHOICE EPERIMITS,. SEBIS A. (cont'd) 
The response of a male given the choice of a female Of his own 
race (Female "A") and a female of another race (Female "B") 
• Male 'making •skomerenSis 2521315 'skornerensis 252/315, skomerensia 252J3l.5 rutilus 23I,, 
___ _____ _________ _____________ the choice , . 
Female skomerensia 222/27W skomerensis 222J2jW komerenB1s 222/27W rutilus 23 
__________________ "A" 
Female aletoni 107 
__________________ 
aistoni 101 aletofli 107 i.Ietoni 240/3170 
Trial : Choice Time :' Choice - flme Choice — Time 'Choice ime 
Number before before before before "A" 	"B" " 	'!S" "A" 	"B" "A" 	"B" 
choice. choice choice . choice 
made' - made made made 
in mine  in mine.  in mine in nina 
I + • 28. •+ 78 + . 	1 •+ 78 
2 + 23 + 17 + 6 + 23 
3 + 3 + 41 + 4 + 30 
4 + 1 9 + 1 + 1 
5 + 2 +- . 	2 + 2 :4.: '2 
6 + 4 +' 16:, + 1 + 4 
7 + 1 +.' 	. 23' + 	" 1 + I 
8 + 10 .+ 5 + '] • -+ I 
9 + 3 + + 10 
+ 1 
10 + 2 + 1 + 3 + 
11 + 2 + 14 + 3 1- 
12 + + * + 3 + 
13 + 3 + 2 + + 
14 + 1 + 27 + 3 + 
15 + 6 + 12 + 
• 	
1 + 
16 + 4 . 	+ 12 	' + 2 i-.. 3 
17 + 32 +' 1 + .7 "15 
18 . + .4 +• * + 1 + 27' 
• 	19' 	. + '1'' + 3" + 25 + 2 
20 ' + 1 +' 1 + 3 
21 +  +' . 	I +' 1 + 
. 	
4 
22 + 3 .+ '7.4 ' 2+ 8 
23 + 1 + 13 + 3 + 9 
24 + 4 . .4 • 	10' '+ + 20 
25 * • 	_11 + 	: ,1_* ._3+ .5 
TOTALS 18 	7 2h.27* 17 8 4h.57 19 	6 lh.22 22 	5 5h.35j. 
Table 9 	OLFACTORY CHOICE EXPERINEN.TS P SERIES B. 
The response of' a wale given the choice of a female of his 
own race (Female "A") and a female of another race (Female "B") 
but both females removed from the apparatus one hour before 
the experiment began. 
Male making 'rutilus 231 
the choice ' 
Female 	, rutilusl 234 
Au 
T1tema].é aistoni 24 7I1/o 
"B" 
Trial 550106-1  ---Time 




,1 	•. , 2 
2 ' + 1 
3 +. 
4. 	'+ 1 
+ 10' 
6' + '2 
7 	' + 21 
8. 4 3. 




13 	' :' 
14 . . 	+ 
2 
16  
11 , -F  
18 + .1 . 
19 	' + , 	13 
20 + 
', 21 , +' 1 
22 +" . 
23  
24' '+ 
TOTALS. 	" 18. 	. 2 lh.13 
Table 10 	OLFACTORY CHOICE EXPERIINPS,, SERIES C. 
The response of a male given. the choice of 'a female of his own 
race (Female "A") and a female' of. another, race (Female "B") 
but both females removed and their boxes washed in soap and 
water before the experiment began. .• 
.lUale making 
the choice 
skomOrensis .22J315.  ,..britannious 
Iintyre ________ 
Female 	' ' 	', 
"A" 
ekome'rensie 222/ 27T bri tanni cue' 
 intyre 






Choice.' 'f j'jji 
before. "A". 	"B" "A. 	'TB" 
choice. '.," ' ' choice 
made made 
in. miriä I 	. 	, . in mine 
1 + . + 56 





'' 	: 	+ 
' 	.32 3  
. k 
.4 	. .+. *' +,.,. 44 
+ ,*. + .', 
6 +' . 4 + 3 
























































. 	. +  
1 

















24 + 1 + 1 
+ 1 + 3 
POPAL'S 1.2 	13 2h.3* 10 	15 4h.1 
Pablo 11 OLFACTORY CHOICE . EXPERiMPS, SERIES D, 
The response of a male given the choice of two 
females of his own race.' 
Male making akOinerenas 25271, skomerensi.6 ,22f3I 
the choice ________ _______________ 
Fema1e skomerens1a 29[323  skomérenais 239/323 




ChOiCe Time 	' 
before ' 
. Choice. Me 
before "i" 	"B 1" 'A" 	"B" 
choice choice 
made 
in mine  in mine 
1 + 7 + 1 
2. +. 1. ,. 	+,, 3 
i + . . 	6 
'4 + 20 .+ 2 



















.11 + + I 
12 + 13., + 2 
13, + 9 ' 	+ 1. 
14. +' ' 	7 + 1 
15 + 1 + . '4 
16. + . 	1. .+ 1 
1 7 +  . . 4 
18 + . 3 + 2 















23' . + ' 1' + 	' 1 
24 + ' + 1 
25 + '1. .. 	+  
TOTALS 14 	11 2h.13* 1 10 15 lh.lOj_ 
Table 112 	0IA0'OY 0010 X?EXZITS, SERIES . 
The response of a male givefl. the choice of two females 
of two different races not 'his own. 
"Male  baking' ritannieue 2%J40T 
the Choice __________ 
emaIe 	'' öz'Lo21bf2&d 
DO 
Ygmale , ''9tov.i'24pLo2c. 




1 + 1 
2' + 10 
3 + 








12 	., + 24 
14','. + 
1.' + 




20 ' * 2. 
21  
. 
22 . 6 
23 .•+ 14'.. 
24. + 
0?ALS 14 	11 1h.28 
Table 13 	OLFACPOBY CHOICE EXPERIMENT,, SERIES F. 
The response of a male given the choice of a female of his own raeet(Fnale "A") and a female 
of another race (Female TtBtt)  but involving only britannious animals (from Edinburgh, britannious, 
and from Kintyre, britannious kintyre) 
Male 	ingA. britannious 21 . . 	britannicus 2561407 britannicus 26/407, britannicus 
the choice 	 __  
F ema]. 6 	b ri tanni cue 256/1077 a  b ri tann I cue 63 	b ri tann i cue 63 	b ri tann I cus 20 
_____ _ ______ kintyre 
Female 	britannicus 19 	britannious 18 	britannicue 18 	britannlous 25614077b 
	
kintyre 	kinty re. r 
Trial 	Choice 	Time 	Choice 	Time 	Choice . Time 	Choice 	Time 
Number "A" 	"B" before "A" "B" before "A" 	"B" before "A" "B" before 
choice 	 choice 	 choice 	 choice 
made made made I .. 	 made in mine 	in mine- , 	in mine 	in mine 
1 	 + 	 1 	+ 	 20 	+ 	 1 	+ 	 90+7 
2 + 	 + 	 + 1 + 26 
3, 	+ 	 3 	+ 	 4 + 	 1 	+ 	 90+* 
4 + 1 + 	 + 	* + 	4 
5 	 + 	3 	 + i 	+ 	 2 	+ 	 8 
6 + 	 1 + 	1 + 1 + 
7 	+ 6 	 + + 	27 	+ 	 1 
8 + 	 + 	 3 	+ 	 13 + 	2 
9 	+ 	 1 	+ 5 + 14 	+ 	 2 
10 + 2 + 	17 	+ 	 3 + 	20 
11 	+ 	 2 	 + + + 	 7 
12 + 	19 + 	 + 	 5 	 + 	1 
13 	+ 	 11 	+ 1 	+ 25 + 6 
14 + 	90+12 + 	 1 + 	 28 	+ 	 6 
15 	 + I 	+ 1 	+ 22 + 17 
16 + 	 11 + 	1 + 	 8 	+ 	 1 
17 	+ 1 	+ 	 19 	+ 15 + 	23 
18 + 	 1 + + 	 5 	+ 	 1 
19 	+ 1 	 + 	* 	+ 4 + 1 
20 + 	 3 + 	 2 + 	43 + 
21 	 + 	* 	+ 2 	+ 	 3 	+ 	 1 
6 + '. 
23 	+ 	 1 + 	 1 	+ 23 + 	 10 
24 + 1 	 + 	 '+ 	 i- 2 
25 	+ 	 5 + 	+ 	4 	+  
TOTALS 18 7 	90+1h.33 15 	10 	lh.28 	21 	4 2h,9* 18 	7 	3h.+2h.28* 
Table 14 (1 )GLLACTOLW OBOICE WERIUMT, SRR1XS 0. 
The responae of a male given the choice of a female of his ovfl type (eina1e "A") 
1 and a female Of another type (Vernalo RB") but involving hybrid. aiwaIo 






9emaIe britannicuc2_%__ __1__oni !b 
Female b-rl tannI358 x aThtoni 50274027a britannicuax a1eton 	500foU bMtannicue  xalstoni SOOT4öOVV 
________ 
Trial Choice Time Ch010e 2ime Choice '1ime 
1umber "A" before t'A" 	"B" before "A" 	"B" before 
choice 	. V 
V 
choice V choice 	V 




In Mine V inmi_•_,..• 
V 








2 	V 18 V 0 
V 
' 
V 	 + .2 + 18 
V 
' 	 V 1.8 
V 	4 
+ 	V 
1 V 	+ V + 	V 	
V 
6 
'5 V 	+ 5 6.  
.6 12  
7 . 	 + 5 + 	V 	
V• V 	V . 





+ 	V V + 	V 	: 6 
11 
V 	V 	+ V 	15 + 4 




















V 	+ 6 	V 
17 + 	V 5 	 V , 	' 	'V 13 4. 2 
+ 2. . 1' 









: V . V 
22 .. V 	1 .. +  , V .. V V : V 4. 
23 + 6 + I + 6 
V 	24' V 	'4 4 	
VV . 	'V. 
V 	I 




+ 	V V V V 	V 1 V + 	 V 	V .8  + 2 
__  21 	.=4_ 2h..7 - 17 8 jh2h,48 21 	4 2hJOj.  
• 	 . 
Table 14(11) 01 CTOFY CSOIC1 gXPERIMT, SEIIS 0. (Cont'd) 
The response of a male given the choice of a female of his own type (Fanale NA") 
and a female of another type (Female "Be) but involving hyVri'd animals 




ikömerensls 222L322  
- 
britannious x aletoni 5657Z, 65Z britanhiToUs x álstoni 5021402 
alaton! 240[3j. 	 7 oma1e komerensis x alstoni5Ol/ 415Th altoni 	4073027 
• 	 Choice 	- Time 




8 	B" before 	. 
Choice 	Time 
'P' 	'" 	before 
choice . 	 choice choice 
made made made 
in mine — 	in mine  in mine 
1 + 1 + 	. 46 . 	 + 17 
2 + 27 	' + 6 	. . + 7 








0.004 1• 	. . 	 .+ 




+ 42 + 
. 












* 0 + 2 
9 





+ * 0 	. 1 0•• 	 4, 
'~ 
4 












14 . : 	
+ 	0 12 • 	
0 1 - 	0 1 
15 + 4 
0 + 10 • 	 + 
16 	. .+ 22 
.+ 
+ 
2 	. 	. 
* 
+ 
17 . .2 . 0 0 0 
18 + .6 
0 . 	 • 
0 
19.. ... ' 4 4 
. 	.. 













0 	 • 
•' 	 ; ,. 	 4 	 0 p.... +. . 	2 1 




5. 	0 ~ 
4 
24 . 	4. 3. 0 + 2 . 
.+. 
.• 	 .1 	•. 	. 
25. + . 	
0 2 	. 	 .' 4. 
TOTALS 	- 19 	6 3h.34 15 	10 2h.48 10 	
5__'j1lh.43 - 






'• 	 : 
Table 14(iii) OLFACTORY CHOICE EXPERIMENT, SERIES G (oon.t'd.) 
The response of a male given the choice of, a female of 
his own-type. (Female "A") and a fewl of an' other type 
(Female "B") but involving hrbrid animals 
Male making skomerensie. x a 	ton i )O.7/T'~ 
the choice. " . 
TemaIe komerensja x alatoni 5071421' 
"A"  
Female 'skonierensis 24f 326 
RB".  
• 	Trial ChoIce., Time 







2'' + . 	 13 
3. • 	 + '4 
.4  
S 	. ..•+... '1 
+ •. , 	 19 
7 	 ,• . 	. 	;,•",, 	. 	 i-  
.+.  
9 	, .•., 	' 	 + 	' 1 
10 , 	 ' . :..+•. 25 
11 ', '• 	 +" 5 
12  
13 ''+' •: * 
.14 + 1' 
'.1 1•' * 
16' .+ 2 
17 '+ 	. ' 	 2 
18 +' 6' 
19 ' 	 +.  
20 , + ,,, ' 2 
21 	., '+' 4 
22'' + 3 
2' 
24 +•. ' 
25 
. 
' 	 H +
Totals '  16 	
. 9, 	... 9' 
Table - 17' 	.. 0tFACi0RY CHOICE 	RI NEW  T$,. SERIES B., 
The,,respon eeof a h -brid male giTen the choice of 
one female of each parental race. 
]61e britanni,cus. x, ale toni 502[40T 
the choice _______________________________ 
Female , britannious. 63 
"A" 	. 	••. . 




Tr al 	'. 'Choi,ce" . Tiznit 






2,.:,. +• 25 
• 	3 
'y. 	
+,, •. 	1 
4. ....,* . .2 
•,. 	S . ' 	* 
6,.,,.. *. * 
: 






+ 	, * 
1 ,l. I • • , 	+ 1 
12,  
13 	' ' 	 + 1 
14. + 1 
1, + 6 
16: •.: 1 
17 . 	+. 	 . S 
18.. + .  2 
19 + , 
P-0 + . 	, 
2]. '• 	. +. 1 . 
22. ., . +, • 
23 + 1 
24 . .. 	+. * 
25' •'+.  
Totals 14 	11 .lh.27* 
:. . 	
.± H . . 
H. .°.:i: 
Table 17 	Sexual isolation as measured by 
inseminations (see text) 
Race of male Five similar fen1ale8 Five different females 
Number 5t7 ', iaoe (or Number of 
vaginal ' hybrid vaginal 









alstoni aistoni 5 britannious 2 (Edinburgh) 
aistoni, alstoni 1 britannious x 
aistoni 
akomerenala skomerensis 4 britannious x 
skomerensis 
britannious. britannious alstóni 1 
(Kintyre (Kintyre) 
TOTAL 20 7 
I. 
Table 18 	The weight of Clethr1ononys 
Author Population No., adults Mean  °mean +  
Variance 
D.M. Steven erica 33 36.1 	1.34 - 
D.M. Steven alstoni 23 25.83 t 1.62 - 
W. Phillips 
& L.H. Matthws skomerensis 42 30.59 	0.773 - 
L.E. Adams britannious 
Reigate JIM) 40 19.20 + 0.433 - 
G. Dunnet britannicus l.2 + - - Aberdeenebire 
W. Phillips 	: britannious 
Ramsey 12 17.67  + 08 . 59 - 
J.Godfrey britannious 
Kintyre 
ll 22.47 1 0 .931 9.526 
J. Godfrey britannious 
edinburgh 8 1 	0 4 ' 5.i0 + -	. 9i 1.944 
*both those collections were made in September. 
Tb]e 19 To show the dietribt1on between habitats 
of britannious and. other small mmmala near Edinburgh. 
Habitat Trap Nights Olethrtonomys Miorotue Apodemue Shrews 
Ungr:zed 30 0.0 .1 3,4 
Bzshes and 
bank of 240 2.1 0,0 9.2 3 , 3 streem 
Wood 2 75  0.0 8.4 6. 
Numbers of animals oaught expressed as animals per trap night. 
Ta11e 20 To show the distribution between habitats 
ot britnnious and other small mammals in Kintyre. 
Habitat Trap Nights Cletbrionomye Miorotue Apodemus Shrews 
Grass bank 100 8.0 10.0 16,0 300 near shrubs 
Wood edge 126 7.9 0.8 9.5 44 
Wood 4 0.0. 4262 OoO 
Numbers of animals caught. expresse4 as animals per 100 trap nighta. 
Täb]:a 21 	P.O sow the djstributon between habitats 
of ekomerensia and 
\O 
 the r small mawanal.e. 
Rabitat 'l'rap Nights Clethrionomys Apodemus Shrews 
1 	Rook outcrop 112 O.9 4.5 010 
2. 	Heath 22 .6 0.0 2.4 
3i. 	Bracken 336 0.3, 1.5 0.0 
4 Marsh 168 1..2 0.6 0.0 
5 	Old buildings 168. 3 	6 	' 0.6 46,2 walls & gardens 
Numbers of animals oaught expressed as , animals per 100 trap nights., 
Item Individual britannious erlos alatoni skomerensis 
HAY 1 0.6, 2 .6 0.2 .096 0.862 .51 0.37 2 .41 
2 0.38 .096 
1 . 0 .52 2 .071 0.41 2 0.43 2 .33 
0.472 .50 0.7921.08 0.422 .096 0.322 .09 
TURNIP 1 9.6 1 541 9.7 1 1.94 8.9 1 3.12 8.7 1 1.31 
2 	r 6.2 : 1.32 12.0 2 4.91 9.0 1 2.13 12.3 2 2.58 
3 8.1 2 2.5]. 9.0 2 2.95 11.0 2 2.06 8.1 2 1.80 
CORN 1 4.0 2 .88 1.0 21,13 4.3  
2 3.4 1 .80 4.22.96 4.81.75 4.12 .80 
1.30 4.8 2 .81 4. 2 .69 4.9 1 i.io 
WATER 1, 1 j1 2 1,08 1.9. , 1.06 0.8 2. .09 0.7 .07 
2., 2.2 2 .71 .. 	1.4. :1.88 0.6 1 .io 0.6.1 .39 
3 0.6 1 .06 o.a 0 44 0.7 1 .34 0.8 2 
Table 23 All the oases recorded of juenilee having 
died of fighting after weaning, when the members 
of a litter are put into a cage by themOelves. 

































23 19 	•12 14.72 10 
4. 
9 
20.26 1 .79 12031 9.60 7.48 1.0 8409 6.9 5.94 
Appendix A The difference between the morta1it 	of 01ethrjo 	raceB, Fl hbrid 	and F2 
brids bi the mazlirna likelihogd method 
Where 	is an estimate of the likelihood of atrvivi 	from one two month interval to the next 
'1 when F(r) = No. 43ing  in the rth period 
= total population 
-' when Q = 1 	P = probabi1it 	of dtog 
ar.ofP 
The pr6bebi3.tty of as good a fit to the theoretical expectation being found b7 chance (ace belOw*) 	& 
ForOthrionom 	mesa: Chieuaz'e4t for 10 decrees of freedom = 1.0l 	P greater then .1 
III 1 	10 	11 	 1 	4 	 ft 	= 	b.23 Papprox. 	.2 
ft 	 ft 4 #1 	 ft 	2.66 	Papprox. .6 
Qetiop 	races: 686/880 = 4.779 	var 	= 040O019 
18/236 = 0.669 z'g,= O.00098 
; 'F = 146/2,1 	O,817 	?arP 04009,b9 
S.E. of the difference for C1ethopoi 	m 	1f0. 	 than 101  
F1 t 0.0878/0.044 = 2.00 P approx. 	.0 
ge at death in months 
064 	 .6 	.8 	-10 	42 	44 	16 .18 .20 22 24 .26 48 30 to 40 
-- . 
C1ethri249'raoea 	. 
obee!o4.,47 13 	/ 
ezpeeted 	42.78 ?t34- 299 
OthElonom P1. 
OboYved .26 20 8 
expectàd.2  
01e.thrionOrDs 	2 
obeerved 	49 26. 1.0 
ópeeted 43.92 14.86 




f 	be the observed frequency in the table below 
or time r, 
and N be the :total number of animals marked, 
where p is an estimate of the chance of capture, 
and P. is the chance of survival, from one two month 
period to the next, 	' 
If(r I )1 1/1'  ( 	r- 1 ):f .( r)j 
var'  
NP2Q 
and the expected values of'f(r) are given by, 
Bf(r) =.NPrQP/(l._Pq)'  Zórr 	Ô 
Ef(o) = NP/(l-Pq) 
P = 0.119 	0.010 
TheX 2 for the fit of this with the 
observed. figures (given below*) j5 
12.4 (with 5 degrees of freedom, 
P= .05) 
* 
• 	. Time tin two month peri'ød.a) to last recapture. 
.0 1 	2 3 	4 	• '6 	7orore 
observed 3672 202 	131 70 	37 	15  1 	 5 3 
expected 367 2 225 	.116 59 	30 16 8 	• 9 
• 	• 	The expected :total number Of recaptures 
is 521 compared with the Observed 57 2  
P=0.514  0.016, This applies to a time scale 
measured in two calendar month units,; 
oorr:ecting it to apply to an eight week 
perod,.for Comparison with the value 
of  = 0.779 (with a variance of 
.000195) obtained from the data on 
voles in.oiptivity, 
we have F = 0.543 0.016 
Oôrroctjonto figure 1 	: For "noeious NORTH NORWAY" 
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Figure 2 	Five1ndivid.ua1a of each of 
eight categories of Clethrionomys scored'  
for the ease with whioh they - can be 
hsnd1ed. (see text:) for each of ten d.a 
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Upward and downward flight reactions of voles, in 
response to the 
opening of the lids of their respective 
cages, plotted as percentages of the total trials 





br i tanniç j 	trico 	°It oni skom rcnsts 
• i;gt, 4 •: 	Apparatus used in the open field experiment0 
A sketch of the design 
B plan view of floor to show the central position 
whore the animal was r'ö].eased, and the Section,. 










• • • 
	
Fig. 	OPEN FIELD EXPERIMENT 
I MOV1M 
Number Of movements * made in a ten minute period by five 
individuelsof each of eight. oategorLes of Clethrionóipys 
(dots)., and the means (crosses), and the Standard Deviation 
of the moans of these groups. 
bE = britannious Edinburgh 
:bIC . britannious Kintyre 
a = erioa 
a = aletOni 
si 	ekomorensis (Old stock) 
= akomerensis (194  stock) 
bXa = hybrid between bri.tannious 
and skomerensis 
bXa = hybrid between britannious 
and aistoni 
number of times that a 1ine drawn, on the experiments]. 
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bEbK C a SI S2 	 bxg  
MOVEMENT 	- 
Fig.' 6 	OPEN FIELD EXPERIMENT 
2 RUNNING 
Number of minutes, out of ten, in which rLmning* occurred 
for'-: 'five individuals of 'eaoh of 'eight categories of 
Clethrionomyo (dots), and the'mens ofiese groups (crosses). 




= skornerensje (Old stock) 
• 	@2 skOmerénsis ,(194 stock) 
Us = hybrid between britannicus 
and skomerenais 
bXa = hybrid between bri tanni cue 
and aletoni. 
* locomotion too rapid for all the positions occupied to 






• • • • 
x 
2 
• • •• 
x x 
- p 
E 9E bx e a si s2 bsba 
RUNNING 
Fig• 7 	OPEN FIELD EXPE1IMEN 
JUMPING 
Number of minutes, out of ten, in which jumping occurred 
for five in4vivais of eaoh of.eght categories of 
Oiothrionorny8 (dote), and the means of these groups 
(crosses). 




si '= ekomerensis (Old stok) 
s2 = .okomerens18, 494 stock)' 
Us = hybrid between britannious 
and skomeronais 
bXa c hybrid between britanflious 
and aistoni 
*when there is clearly no oontac,t between the' vole and 
the floors,, (b1t,uaualiy there is oontaOt with the will) 
during an activity, scored as jumping. This category 
excludes back flip (see next figure). 
- - 	-. 
JUMPING' - 
Fig. 8 	OPEN FIELD EXPERIMENT 
4 BACK FLIP 
Number of minutes, out of ten, in which a back flip*  occurred 
for five individuals of each of eight categories of 
Clethrionomys (dots), and the means of these groups (crosses). 
key: bB = britannious Edinburgh 
bE = britannioua Kintyre 
•! =erioa 
a 	a1stoni" 
= ekomerensis (Old stock) 
82 = skomerensis (1954 stock) 
bXa = hybrid between britannious 
end ékornerensia 	. 
bXa = hybrid between britannious 
and ala toni 
H 
*he executiOn, of a jump (see previous figure) in which the 
vole turns aback somersault before landing. 
BACK FLIP 
	
F. 9 	OPEN FIELD FXPERIFAN!P 
WASEING 
Nwner, of mjnutes, out of ten -, , in which wasbing * ocourred. 
for i d 	 Of' 
Clethrionouy (dots), and the means of these groups 
'(rósaes)'. 




a, 	sis tOfli 
akomerensia (old. stock) 
a2 	ekomereisis (194 stock) 
bX = hytrid. between britonniCUB,  
and skomerenala 
bxa = hybrid between bz'itannious 
an aiato'4i 
rapid movement by the forepaws over'the face, the vole 
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WASHING 
Fig. 10 	OPEN FIELD XP.NP 
6 TOM MINDING 
Number of minutes, Out of ten, in . %hioh tooth grinding 0 
occurred for five individuals of each of eight categories 
of ClethrionoUs (dots), and the means of these groups 
(crosses). 
key: 	bE britannious Edinburgh 
bXC brttanr&icus Kintyre 
=erica 
S -- altotii I 
a] skomerensis (Old stock) 
s2 akomereneis (194 stock) 
bXa hybrid between. britannicus 
and akomerensis 
jXj = hybrid between britannis 
and alstgni 
tbia is accompanied by' very rpid j aw movements but is 
recognised by the sound. The mechanism implied by the 
name has not been demonstrated. 
100TH GRINDING 
rig. 11 	OPEN FIELD EXPERIMENT 
7 WALL CONTACT• 
Number of minutes., out of ton, in which wall contact *  
occurred for five individuals of each, of eight categories 
of Clethrionomys(d.ots'), and, the means o, these groups 
(crosses). 	 , 
key: 	, bE = b.ritanni cue Edinburgh 
bK = britarmious Kintyre 
e =erioa 
a =alstoni 
sl skome.rensis (Old stock)' 
s2 skomeronsis (194 stock.) 
bXs = hybrid between britannious 
and skomerensia. 
bXa = hybrid between britannious 
and alatoni 
* continuously for more than about five seconds (estimated), 
WALL CONTACT 
Pig. 12 	Diagram Of, the apparatus used to investigate 
rhythmic behaviour. 
Each time the vole steps onto or off the 
floo r of the cage (on left.) the pen moves to 







4,c ord,n 9 
Pen. 
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At r re,qy 
Fig., 13 	CirouitisgrarflTfle of the voltage supply unit 
for the infra red image oonveotordevioe. 
,'. .300 V 	4-. 
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Fig, 14 
Showing the distribution, of esoursions 911t of the nest 
bozduriug the 24. hours. The lighting sohethzle is indicated, 
at the bottom of each figure, by a thin line for aim illumi-
nation (simulating dawn and dusk); by a thick line for 
darkness; and by the absence of a line for the bright 
illumination period (artificialday). The columns represent 
the mean number of minutes, per clock half hour, for the 
duration of the experiment, durin which the individual being 
recorded spent some time outside its nest box. 
:The.', categories of ani ,flala arO as follows:-. 
br'itannioUs from Untyre 	 (i) 
bri tanni cue from the New Forest 	(ii) 
britanutcue from the Rdinburgh district (iii) 
aletoni 	 UIV) 
erica 
skomerenais. •, 	: 	 ( v.). 
norvogicus 	 (vi) 
rutilllE3 	 (vi) 
rufocenus ('vi) 
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braannlcus X aIstoni 2 
britannicus x aistoni 	I 
Lel 
5 
norvzgicus x astoni 211  
IN 
6 
Fig: i 	The rhthxnie' behaviour of, a spGaim6a of,. britannious 









11Cr/V/TX RHYTHM OF 19 41/LD VOLE IN P/1.5T/CA'S, 
/HYTH,'/ftf VOOP, O%F0&251118E. 
T/94/(/RRY 30-3/ 	OUT 27% OF O(CQS/ON$ 
t 
SL'/VIVSE 	 -SUNSET 	41/?R/', P,9MO, NO filooN 
FfBt/9RY A-d- ?-anlcas our 15 b/ 	£2CC/cS/ONS 
41 	 Cozy Cjçq flooMz /QT 	1' .Dvzzz I 5aMR,5! 	 5UNSET 	 H
1O0N 0NF 	I 8 	9 '0 /1 ''  
OBS(RV97/OMS q 	eq CH sQURrIR Nouq. 
Fig. 16 	NEST BOX CONSTANCY 
The number of times the favourite nest box was 
occupied is arbitrarily soored as 100, and the number 
of times each of the other nest boxes was occupied is 
given as a percentage of this. . 	 . 
Number of observations: britannious 	220 
erioa 	 .92 
ala ton i 	 92 
skomerensia 	129 
'I 





'4 	 •• •\, 
skomcrnsj, 
N .Drttannicus - 
crica 
aistoni 
NEST BOX ft'J ORDER OF PREFERENCE 
Fig.. 17 	THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF CUES FROM WITHIN THE 
CAGE AND FROM OUTSIDE IT IN THE RECOGNITION BY A 
VOLE OF ITS HOME. 
The number of times the favourite nest box or position 
in the room was occupied is arbitrarily scored as 100., and 
the number of times each of the others was occupied Is given 
SB a percentage of this, 
Nest+ Cage + Room - the results when the nests and cage 
remained In the awnepoeition in the room 
for each trial (33 observatlonak 
Nest:+ Cage - results when the nest and cage were rotated 
between Observations (192.observations). 
Room - numbers of times the favourite position In the room 
was occupied regardless of which nest box was 












IVION 	+ CAGE + ROOM 
' .ROOM 	 I 
NEST BOX IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE 
Fig. 18 	Teat for the importance 
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The Change in the mean aueoeea achieved by males, 
given an olfactory choice between a female of the same 
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0 100 300 500 700 800 yards 
• 	Fig. 24 
To show the mean consumption (with its standard 
deviation) of water,' turnip,' hay and corn by 
three individuals of four races of C1ethrionomy, 
• ' 	for a 13 dar period. 
NOte of the method. used: 
The animals were isolated in metal cages ,.ad. 
weighed quantities of food and water, much in excess 
• 	of that used, were added to the cleaned,. cage each 
• 	 morning. The following. morning, what remained of each 
wad weighed,. The weights of water, and  .turnip plqtted.: . 
have been corrected by deducting the loss of weight, 
due to evaporation, of control samples plaed in 
• 
	
	nihabjted cages. In each cage there was present 
a turf approximately 15 x.lO z 4 cm., placed in a 
• • tin 	cm. deep,,. This was replaced eaoh4ay bya 
• freshly dug specimen.. 	• 
• 	 • 
KEY O:WATER *=TURNIP x=HAY X:CORN 
Fig.2 
The occurrence of bed shredding in several ostegorles 
of Clethribnornya. 
The mean number of perform ance a * per day during all 
recordings made with the apparatus for measuring rhythmic 
behaviour is shown n the following groups Of bank voles. 
= britannioue,Kintyre 
kXP = britannious New Forest' 
IS = britannious Edinburgh 
• 
= 'f rica 	•: 
; = al.toni 
• 	a' 	, =, skomerensia 
florVe1OU! 	 S 
?UtiIUB 
z! ,• rutooaxl 
 
bza = britan  iii dub (Edinburgh) z alatofl 
bXB brjtannious,(Edinburgh).z skomerenaie 
nxa it norvegious .x Aiston1 • 	S 
*The criterion f'or a per. 	km6noo is the recording of a rapid 
series Of excursions (at leant sight)'from th' neat box for 
three or more ooiseoutive minutes • 	A bout of ten or more 
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Fig. 26 	A oOmpariBOfl of the frequefloy of 
• 	000irrenoe. Of various litter sizes in intra- 
race matings in captivity with their prodao- 
• 	tivity of juveniles at weaning age.. 
do 
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H Fig 27 	 of the likelihood of 
weaning. ,16r; variOus litter sizes, in ?1 hybrid 
• babieS in relattón to 'the expeotation for young 
which have been bred within a raGe of Clethrionoznys. 












Big, 28 A comparison of the likelihood of 
weaning, for various litter sizes, in the 
progen7 of pure race parents (pure race an 
bybrd. offspring) in relation to the expe eta-
tion for the progeny of hybrid parents (P2 
and backorose offspring).. 
!:2 a BACKCROSS OFFSPRI 
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• 	 —PURE RACES (NR79) 
HYBRIDS (N 78) 
/ F 2  AND BACKCROSSES (N.147) 
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Fig. 30 The ohang in weight st LributiOn of a population 
of dlethkionoaLs gareo]ne in Slovakia during the 





















b 	10 12 	1i 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 
WEIGHT IN GRAMMES 
To Show, the loflgVity o..__itntcua in 
Captivity and in, the wild. , . 
The captive animals life is reoorted 
from weaning. The life of the wild 
animals as plotted is the Interval 
between the first and the last time 










































IN CAPTIVITY (N79) 
IN WILD 	(N464) 
O.. 
16 	20 	20 	28 	32 	36 	40 
MONTHS 
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• 	BflIXSH FORMS OF q 1 BXoN04,11S: (j) 
Plate 2 	_____ 
Piste 2a eriaa an tndivtUa1 oarryiug the receaeive 
gene for greyneBe. Note also the rough coat 
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Plate 7 ¶o eh the dèa•gn of the Longworth live trap 
whioh was uaet to teat the reaotion of bank voles 
to .a strange. objoot. 
When the neat box is entered from the 
tunnel a treddle releases a self looking 
• door, whiokfalls to, olose the mouth - of 
• 	 the t&tnnel. 
1 
T11m 
Plate 6 	A pair of reels ofpaper with the records 
of rhythmic behaviour of four voles. 
It can be detennined whether a vole spent any part of 
each minute on the floor of its cage 
( 
/_____ 
Plate 	Cagea used to Inveetigate ztthmto bebaviour 7 
,The ,nestbz, and 	 .,.. OOSIflOT, 
of the nearest oage have been removed and opened.. 
The floor is hung from springs. The suspension 








Plate 9 and 10 	Thr rOooing eaó. t1iè our 
voles stOp Onto, 4 Off the floor of their' respective 
The upper roller, on which the uno pens write, 
rotates once each hour, and a time mark is made. 











Infra-red image oonvezterfor the observation ,of bank 
voles in darkness... 
Plate 11 The viewing end of the apparatus showing 
the eyepiece and earthing devce, 
Plate 12, The, apparaLa opened to show the Image 
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-a 
GRSSIVIIBEliAVIOUR 1. arias male resident; ., 
alatoni male visitor. (ii) 
Plate 1.7 	 erica in the .prelungo position, . 	.. - 
aletoni boring 
Plate 18 	. 	 erios and alstóni brawl 
Plate 19 	 . 	aletoni in the hunched , submission 
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Plato 24 One of the cages Used to house experimental 
• communities of fo.Ur bank v1ea.. Each. of the 
four neat boxes can be shut off from the cage, 




APPARATUS FOR INVESTIGATING THE IMPORTANCE OF OLFACTOBY CUBS 
IN THE RE000NTION BY A MALE OF THE RACE OF A FEMALE. 
Plate 27 The boxes used (see text) 



















Plate 38 	The Y-tube, apparatus used in stuying the ability 

Plates 39 tó 42 
the male leaveehia box 
(ii) and (iii), pauses at the .junotion' 
moving. his head from side  to aide 







Plate 43 The habitat in which. Olethonoe were Oaught. 
most readily., MrtOn Hall, Edinburgh 
Plato 44 4 vole aun among grae.; Traps were set near 
such runs if theyweré. present. .. 
yA 
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SMI 
Plate 4 	n ares with little groun. cover v.ere Apemus, 
• but not skorne.rensj was coon 
I' 
Plate 46 View 1ookin. S.L •aloflg The Eastern trap line, 
showing' heath; brsoken. • and marsh habitats.. 
0 
•.. 











Plate 47 Part of the battery of 24 cages in which the 
Oletbrionomya breeding colony was kept out of 
( 	4 
doors at the Zoology Departientdtnburgh 
Universi t. 
I~w 
